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SJS vets can’t escape
those VA check blues

- .<

Dave Thurber

Peckin’ away

Since registration, Chris Kessler, working in the SJS administration office, practically singlehandedly completed paperwork for some 3,000 SJS veterans. The VA needs the completed forms before it can pay vets.

By STEVE PAPINCHAK
Chief Investigative Writer
The old "Waitin’ For The VA Check
Blues" have passed for most, but
not all, of the estimated 3,000 veterans
at SJS.
Most SJS ex -servicemen waited five
to six weeks into this semester before
receiving their first veterans educational assistance check.
During packet turn -in, SJS veterans
were asked how many grade units they
hoped to complete as well as other
information which SJS must verify
and forward to the Veteran’s Administration office in San Francisco.
Most of a veteran’s wait for VA
benefits can be attributed to the time
it takes to process the vet’s paperwork
at SJS.
Bette Shank, supervisor of the
veteran’s section at SJS, said large
amounts of veteran’s benefit paperwork were sent out during the first
second and third weeks of October.
"The bulk of everything was out by
the last week of October," Mrs. Shank
commented.
"It doesn’t take that long (to complete the paperwork) for one student,"
Mrs. Shank acknowledged.

However, she added, her office had
a tremendous volume of work at the
beginning of the semester, when an
estimated 3,000 separate verifications
were made on veteran’s claims for
benefits.
One office worker, Chris Kessler,
does the bulk of the work involved in
the verifications, Mrs. Shank said.
Due to a lack of funds, Mrs. Shank
commented, student workers were not
assigned to help Miss Kessler, as was
the case in past years.
(Single veterans receive $175 per
month, former servicemen, with families get $205 and upwards, depending
on the number of dependents.)
Philip Nicodemus, head of the
Veteran’s Service Office, 161 N. First
St., said the San Francisco VA office
is working overtime and Saturday’s
to get veterans’ payments out quickly.
An informal survey conducted by
the Spartan Daily indicates that, as
Nicodemus said, the VA apparently
is hustling to process veteran payments.
In checking one SJS veteran’s records,
the vet’s paperwork left &IS Oct. 18
and his first VA check arrived Nov. 2.
Likewise, most SJS veterans queried

By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Political Writer
Controversy over state college faculty grievance procedures pivots around
one issue, according to Vice Chancellor Norman Epstein:
Should a
grievance hearing mirror the courtroom process?
In a seven -page statement just
released, Epstein said no, and thus
labeled recent attacks on the regu-

lotions by the American Civil Liberties Union, (ACLU) invalid.
His comments were made on behalf
of Chancellor Glenn Dumke. Thus,
the statements become the position
of the state college administration.
They coincide with a similar reply
made by SJS President John Bunzel
four weeks ago.
Epstein, legal counsel for the
colleges, offered his statement in response to a two-month -old ACLU report attacking grievance rules.
That report charged the present
regulations lack constitutional protections.
It went on to suggest sweeping changes
in the grievance process.
The ACLU concluded that hearings
should be conducted in an adversary
fashion. said Epstein.
He added, "As conceived by faculty,
presidents, trustees, and members of
the chancellor’s staff, the grievance
procedures are not designed to set
up adversary, trial -like proceedings."
On the strength of that statement,
Epstein discarded demands that grievance hearings not be:

stated their first check came by the
beginning of November.
But, veterans who furnished the SJS
veteran’s office with incorrect, incomplete or late information, in many
cases, have not yet received checks.
Last school year some veterans with
paperwork difficulties waited well into
December before receiving a VA
check.
Once a veteran’s paperwork leaves
SJS, all inquiries must be directed to
the San Francisco veteran’s office.
SJS veterans contacted by the Spartan
Daily protested that the San Francisco
veterans office telephone is usually
tied up , however.
Charles Moorman, veteran representative at the San Jose Veteran’s
Service Office is "snowed under" with
70,000 requests for educational benefits.
"We often claim they (the San Francisco VA) don’t read their mail for
two weeks sometimes," Moorman commented.
Meanwhile, a number of SJS veterans
are keeping close watch on their mail
boxes for a brown envelope with a black
eagle in the upper left corner -and a
green VA check inside.

Group demands firing
of local police official Grievance attacks labeled
’invalid’ Norman Epstein
The city council heard a demand
Monday that Phil Norton, president
of the police officer association(P0A),
be fired.
Aaron Harris, chairman of an ad hoc
committee to investigate the slaying
of Black IBM researcher John Henry
Smith Jr., in making the demand said
Norton’s position as president of the
POA "gave no police service to the city"
and he (Harris) didn’t favor paying a
man who supported the "perpetrators
of crimes against the people."
Three weeks ago Norton filed charges
against the city council for its censure
of Murphy. As a result the council
was ordered by the court to rescind
its censure of the police chief.
Mayor Norman Mineta told Harris

Buckley
to speak
Conservative spokesman William F. Buckley Jr. will speak
today at 3 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
There is no admission charge.
Buckley is editor -in -chief of
the weekly conservative magazine, National Review, which he
founded in 1955. He also is host
for a weekly discussion television show, "Firing Line."
The conservative’s syndicated
column, "On the Right," appears
in 300 U.S. newspapers.
A question -answer session
will follow Buckley’s lecture.
His speech will be rebroadcast
at 6 p.m. on KSJS, 90.7 FM.

the council could make no statements
regarding any aspect of the Smith
case because of a gag rule imposed
last Friday by Superior Court Judge
James Scott.
Harris told Mineta Judge Scott’s
order didn’t say the council couldn’t
listen to statements from citizens.
He then told the council to "take
the action, then don’t tell us anything."
Norton was not present at Monday’s
meeting.
While members of the audience
were speaking or waiting to speak, Mineta adjourned the meeting and council
members filed from the room.
John Henry Smith Jr. was shot in
September by Officer Rocklin Woolley following an argument over a traffic violation.

Red Cross starts pumping
for campus blood donors
A two-day blood drive for the Red
Cross starts today from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the C.U. Umunhum Room.
The blood drive is being sponsored
by the Air Force Reserve Officer
Training Corps (AFROTC) and Angel
Flight, a women’s service organization.
"We need to collect at least 200
pints a day.
A hospital needs at
least 300 pints a day to keep going,"
explained Frank Bott, chairman of the
drive.
All blood donated goes to the Red
Cross.
Red Cross nurses will be
working in the drive.
Trophies will be given to three campus groups having the highest percentage of donors. A trophy will also be
given to the dorm, the service organization and fraternity or sorority that

has the highest percentage.
According to Bott, if 20 per cent of
a group gives blood, the entire group
is eligible to receive free blood.
"If you donate blood or try to, you
get free blood for one full year," Bott
said. The donor’s immediate family
is also eligible for free blood under
this policy, one would only need to show
his donor’s card if he were hurt or
needed blood.
Students cannot be donors if they have
ever had hepatitus or malaria. Donors
must be at least 18 years old.
In the past, a round trip PSA ticket
good for anywhere in California was
Bott said the
given in a drawing.
ticket will probably be given out this
year, but he has been unable to contact a PSA representative to verify
the ticket.

--closed and confidential - unless
requested by the grievant
--subject to review by the college
president, except in extraordinary instances
--closed to advocates.
Added up, these demands are aimed
at mode ling grievance proceedings
after a court trial, Epstein concluded

Instead, the vice chancellor indicated
the process is meant to be informal,
and restricted to members of the
academic community.
His comments drew terse reaction
yesterday from attorney Michael Chatzky, leading ACLU critic of grievance
rules.
"What Epstein is saying ," Chatzky
said, "is that the academic community
is not the real world."
"Apparently the constitution doesn’t
go inside the school yard gate."
Contradicting Epstein’s views, Chatzky said adversary procedures already
exist. "Instructors have fear of losing
their jobs during these hearings.
They’re not friendly, informal hearings."
Chatzky said he’ll meet Friday’
with other ACLU attorneys, to discuss
his anti -grievance campaign.
He said, the group probably will seek
an injunction against the rules.
Epstein, adhering to the format
Pres. Bunz el used, included in his
statement specific defenses of grievance rules.
He claimed that court decisions have
shown the right to representation is
not essential in grievance hearings.
Further, he indicated grievants
should not have the right to waive
confidentiality provisions.
"The institutions must protect the integrity of its own processes," Epstein
said.
"The policy of confidentiality
is designed principally to do that."

Know were to shop ---it’ll cost less
By ELAINE WESTERLUND
Daily Feature Writer
High food costs are always a problem for students on a limited budget.
With careful shopping though,
anyone can cut his food costs by
quite a few dollars.
The solution lies more in knowing
where to shop than what to buy. There
are a number of stores in the area
that offer lower prices than large
grocery stores.
’
The best place in the area to buy
canned goods is Canned Food Sales,
1704 S. Seventh St. This store, which
accepts food stamps, sells canned
fruits and vegetables, rice and macaroni, jams, pet food and other items.
Mrs. Betty Caskey, owner of the
store, explained prices on their canned
goods are low because they buy by
the lot through canners and label
the cans themselves.
She said canneries and food companies have certain standards for their

Variety of local stores provide
students with cheap alternatives
products and if these are not met, the
top name -brand label can’t be used.
They now have a large amount of
a top brand of baked beans, but because the color of the beans is wrong,
although they taste all right, they are
labeled differently and can be sold at
lower prices.
None of the merchandise in the store
comes from the grocery store shelves.
It is all bought from canneries or from
stores that cannot use a case of mer-

chandise because one of the cans or
bottles in it was broken.
For cutting costs on bread and pastry items, the bakery thrift stores
These stores stock
can’t be beat.
day -old bakery goods that have been
in grocery stores.
The Continental Bakery Thrift Store,
3051 Monterey Rd., has very cheap
prices, especially on Wednesday. For
example, a loaf of Profile bread which
sells in grocery stores for 41 cents

costs 10 cents there.
Closer to the campus, there is a
Dolly Madison Budget Bakery at 1092
McLaughlin Ave. Both of these thrift
stores accept food stamps.
Across the street from Dolly Madison’s is Fry’s, 1070 Story Rd. This
store is one of the best places in the
area to buy meat.
It has a large meat department, and
the prices on chicken, ground meatand
other inexpensive cuts run four to seven

cents per pound less than Lucky’s.
Fresh fruit and produce is easy to
find at cheap prices.
There are a
few stores in the area, such as Sandy’s
El Rancho Market, 3840 Monterey Rd.,
that grow and sell their own produce.
This lowers prices considerably.
There are also many fruit stands
on Highway 101 going toward Morgan
Hill.
These stands especially have
good prices on large quantities of in season fruits and vegetables.
Right now they’re selling bel I peppers
for one and two cents apiece, and tomatoes for 20 cents a pound. Stores
in the campus area charge 29 cents
for a pound of bell peppers and 49
cents for a pound of tomatoes.
For people who don’t want to travel
to buy cheaper fruit and vegetables.
the campus area has a few food cooperatives, which lower prices through
buying directly from food wholesalers.
The cooperatives often set up stands
on Seventh Street.
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Editorial

To The Right

Admittance 1)01 le
We believe SJS students should
be given free admittance to home
basketball games and track meets.
And we think such a policy should
be established immediately.
Every student at this college is
supporting the athletic department
through mandatory student fees.
That money is used by every sports
team except football, which has
become independently funded by
the off -campus Spartan Foundation.
We gave the track team $29,970
and the basketball team $27,206
to help run their programs this
And yet both teams have
year.
the gall to charge students an
additional buck for home games.
That means an avid sports fan
would be required to pay at least
$15 for the upcoming seasons.

By Murtha O’Connell

IlVed ed

There is absolutely no fairness
in such double taxation of students.
(All other campus sports (except football) allow students free
admittance for home events, and
we believe basketball and track
should follow suit.
We know that some students have
aiready purchased $14 Athletic
Privilege Cards, which will get
them into all home games free.
Those students should be refunded the money that covers the
It might
two sports mentioned.
be a time-consuming process, but
fairness dictates that it be done.
If such a free policy for students
is not started immediately, there
may be no other alternative than
to drastically cut back student
support for these two programs.

By MARTHA O’c,ONNELL
. Two movies which recently played
in the San Jose area are excellent
examples of the conflict between
the ’old" morality and the new.
. The first, "Ryan’s Daughter"
is an outstanding presentation of
life in an Irish village in the early
20th Century.
The second,
"Jenny", is a badly written and
poorly acted bit of trash that presents contemporary American life,
indeed contemporary Western civ-

ilization, in all its depravity.
Briefly put, "Ryan’s Daughter"
is the story of a young girl who
having successfully deluded herself into believing that sex and
marriage will work .some miraculous change in her life, marries
a middle-aged school -teacher.
When the transformation does not
occur, she looks around for
greener pastures and finds them
in a young English major, the
leader of the occupation forces in

Ask
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Mann a Mano
By Pedro Nlario vhchri
The following is taken from a
leaflet being distributed by the
fund raising committee: This is
to officially inform you of the developments concerning the EOP
drive as of Nov.5.The total amount
collected in cash was $7,320.
Pledges unpaid, $530. The amount
submitted by deadline, Nov. I, was
$8,000.
This is the amount that
will be matched four times.
The EOP table in the College
Union ceased to function at 4:30
p.m. Nov. 5. The future goal is
now to keep on collecting and to
place anything over $8,000 in the
bank.
The collection point for any
money will now be at the EOP
table only.
Ask for Lupe. The
drive is not over yet.
The drive will now go into
phase two --the community fund
drive.
The committee is composed of students and teachers
from MSW, MAGS, EOP, QUE
TAL, Minority Business Association.
The committee has voted to
print the names of those Chicanos
who did not donate their $10 or
make any donation at all and those
Chicanos who did donate.
This
list will be available at the EOP.
(All Chicano instructors, Financial
Aids personnel, tutoring
heads, and EOP department heads,
please take notice of the list)
That is the final report from the
committee and now that they are
moving off campus let’s see what
we have. There were about 459
students who are receiving EOP
money and did not kick back. Can
anymore be said? All in all we
did do very well --$7,000 dollars
in a little over three weeks is a
hell of a lot.
With it being matched the Chicano

EOP now has $32,000 more with
which to operate. It goes to show
you we can stick together and when
we do, watch out. Everybody knows
that!
Que Tal!, SJS’ very own Chicano
magazine is now on sale at a table
near the book store. A quarter
is all that is being asked by this
group of energetic young Chicanos
who are putting this journal together and righteously so because
they have refused any financial
help from any agency.
They would rather do it through
This is selfresourcefulness.
determination with no strings.
They print what they want with no
Savana telling them it’s too risque or that it is defamatory or
that it is unconventional.
Consequently they can bring you the
truth.
They are not like the
Spartan Daily who always forgets
the Raza. Que Tal--it’s our paper!
Que Tal began about a year and
a half ago and it’s an informational
journal. There are about 14 people on its staff with the Hawk as
coordinator. It started as a reaction to the Spartan Daily who
always puts emphasis on Gauacho
news. They don’t report our culture or the good ways of our people. Get Que Tal!
En otras cosas...Our Chicano
party, La Raza Unida is having
registration drives on Saturdays
and meetings on Wednesday’s at
694 S. 2nd St. Register with the
Raza...Also on Saturday the farm
workers are having a dance at
committee has a new
IC...The
chairman in Joe Hernandez. Te
Y al Ray, our
saludamos, Joe.
best for a job well done. Bueno
hasta luego RAZA Y AMIGOS.
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Is your navel neglected?
By CORY FAR L E Y
Perhaps the most neglected
area in man’s constant quest for
health is the navel.
Consider: we have sprays and
unguents for the armpits, lotions
for the knees and elbows, powder for the feet, even ’hygiene
sprays’ for those delicate areas -but nothing for the navel.
The navel is, in a very real
sense, the center of the body.
Babies come out. of it, fingers
may be kept in it when not in
use, and lint collects there. This
last condition is the cause of a
lot of the navel trouble in American.
Our soft beds and woolly
blankets cause a tremendous
amount of lint to collect in our
navels.
The first weapon in the battle
for a healthy navel (from which, by
the way, we get the term ’navel
warfare’) should be a firm, but
not stiff, lint brush.
Natural
fibers are best, but if an allergy
causes your navel to break out,

you may want to switch to one
of the synthetics.
Brush the navel with a steady,
rhythmical stroke, either vertically or horizontally, taking special care to clean all the crevices.
Avoid scratching the tender tissues if possible.
’Inners’ will
have more difficulty with this phase
of navel maintenance than ’outers’,
but it can be done if you are
patient.
The next step is to apply a good
quality cream --Pond’s moisture
cream is good, but expensive. An
acceptable substitute is polyunsaturated Wesson Oil.
When bathing, be sure the navel
is thoroughly dried.
Failure to
dry the navel well can result in
the dreaded ’athlete’s bellybutton’,
which causes itching and inflammation.
Navel maintenance should become
as much a part of your daily
routine as brushing your teeth or
picking your nose. Only then can
we claim our rightful place as
the world’s healthiest nation.
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Letters to the editor

Reporter rebuts mliorial
Editor:
Oh, if the Spartans only had an
athlete capable of grabbing the
ball (or a conclusion), and leaping as far in a single bound as
the Daily did in its Nov. 5 diatribe!
Subjective reporting (if merely
in the form of selectivity), appears
daily in the news columns of every
newspaper in America, even in
student sheets.
It was not editorializing for the
Mercury to report the obvious -Santa Clara County officials indeed would "sigh with relief and
relax" if the venue of the Angela
Davis trial was shifted again.
When the move was announced,
I was one of the reporters on
the Mercury staff assigned to ferret out reaction in Santa Clara
County. (County Executive Howard
Campen’s reaction, not mentioned
by the Daily, was, "Oh, my God!").
I also did the rewrite of the
afternoon editions.
This general lack of enchantment, due to the unfortunate neces-

sity for extensive security measures and the county’s responsibility for them, was what was
reflected in subsequent news coverage by your morning metropolitan daily.
I am personally upset that the
Daily did not mention a somewhat subjective piece the next
day that sampled the reaction of
some Blacks in the community.
None of them felt Miss Davis
can receive a fair trial here and
this was reported.
I don’t speak for the policies
of this Ridder-owned enterprise,
(being appalled by the "Angela
Expensive" headline in the afternoon version myself --the banner
was ambiguous for one thing).
But I do feel the Daily editorial was unfair, and pretty nasty.
Jim Larimore
San Jose Mercury
Editor’s Note: Howard Campen’s
reaction of "Oh, my God!" was
mentioned by the Daily in the
story on Angela Davis’ change of
venue.

‘Ignorance- all old problem’
Editor:
In response to your Nov. 9th
staff comment, I want to say that
I feel sorry for you because in
your column you revealed your
confused mind as far as Black
people are concerned. I say confused because you offer no solution to this "problem" as you
put it.
So you are dissatisfied with the
cheerleading here at SJS, but, as
you say, this wouldn’t be such a
problem except that the cheerleaders are Black. This sounds
more like a personal problem to
me, Mr. Frederiksen, surely not
worthy of a half -page column with
the Daily’s financial situation as
it is.
You say that you did not laugh
Does this justify your
alone.
attitude?
I think you should check into the
cheerleading tryout procedures.

Come on !
Don’t just sit there.
You
must have something on your
mind.
Voice your opinion in
the letters to the editor section
of the Spartan Daily. See editor’s note for details.

If you did you would find that they
are selected by a majority of
White judges--A.S. Personal Selection Board, two instructors,
a student at large and a former
cheerleader. Do you feel a little
lonely now Mr. Frederiksen?
No, thank you. I don’t need you
to tell me that Blacks are good
But while Blacks are
athletes.
on the field and on the court
are they to always look up and see
someone yelling go -team -go? What
kind of motivation is this supposed
to give a player looking for something to relate to?
I suggest before you put your
confusion in ink...THINK.
These are not the "blond -haired,
blue-eyed queens" you speak of.
They are Black cheerleaders who
have spent over $280 out of their
own pockets. Being a member of
the newspaper staff would you
pay that much to see your comI would think
ments in print?
not.
Your narrow-minded attitude,
concerning what you feel is foreign
to your ears, may not stem from a
racist background. I feel you are
suffering that age-old disease that
afflicts the mentally blind and
others so handicapped...IGNORANCE.
Gwendolyn Davis
D21124

her village.
The major is willing enough
(although he is equally married),
and in her act of adultery, Rosie
Ryan betrays her religion, her
marriage vows, and her country.
"Jenny" is the story of a contemporary American girl, (Mario
Thomas, as Jenny, gives us "That
Girl" again) who is pregnant out
of wedlock. To the rescue comes
a film-maker who marries her
to evade the draft, while keeping
his old girl friend on the side.
While both Rosie Ryan and Jenny
break the law of God, only one of
them is aware of it. More importantly, only one of the societies
in which the two women live cares
about the breaking of that law.
Most of Jenny’s contemporaries
accept her as "a beautiful person."
There is not one person in the
movie who criticizes her for her
actions. (Most of the people are
too busy congratulating her for
her "courage" in having the baby
instead of killing it by abortion.)
Whatever criticism Jenny may
get, the individual viewer must
concoct in his own mind from his
own values. He is given no guidance whatever from the movie.
Rosie’s fellow villagers, however, are a different story. Moral
absolutists that they are, after
becoming aware of her adultery,
the entire village shuns her, even
to the point of refusing to sell
her food. They have no patience
with moralities based on f me
shades of grey or with any rationalization which would deny that
each individual is responsible for
his ethical choices.
The reaction of each woman to her
freely chosen actions is also important to analyze. Jenny became
pregnant because she was "embarassed" to ask her doctor for
birth control pills. She was also
concerned with sparing herself the
"humiliation" of taking the pill
in preparation and not being asked.
Beautiful.
As far as a self-analysis of her
situation goes, there is none. Her
only concern is thinking of ways
in which she can claim her "husband died."
Rosie, however, is well aware of
the consequences of her actions.
Victim of a childish myth that
marriage will free her from herself, she grasps at adultery with
full understanding of her choice.
The tasteful scene which depicts
the consummation of that choice
is itself in the style of a morality
play.
In a beautiful forest, strongly
reminiscent of the biblical Garden of Eden, the major and Rosie
make love, complete with the blowing wind and the darkening sky.
The only thing that is missing
is the voice of God, reproving and
sad.
But then, that is not really
necessary, because Rosie hears
It is
that voice within herself.
because of this that she is a woman of heroic consequence. Jenny,
on the other hand, helps prove that
the new morality is simply the
old immorality.
Editor’s note. All student and faculty
members are encouraged to express
their views on any subject in the letters
to the editor section of the editorial
page. Letters may be mailed or brought
to the Spartan Daily office, JC 208, and
must be 250 words or less, typewritten
and double-spaced. Name and activity
or faculty card number must be included, and all letters must be signed.
Non -students and non -faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone
number and title or position. The
Spartan Daily will not print letters which
are libelous -or in poor taste The editor
reserves the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations and to
cease publication of letters dealing with
subjects he believes have been
exhausted
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Citizenship fight lost

Chicano vote
possible ’tool’

I

Compiled From Associated Press
WASHINGTON --That a man could be coerced by
his own country’s penal laws into involuntarily
giving up his citizenship was unanimously denied
by the Supreme Court yesterday.
The Court ruled against Thomas Glenn Jolley,
a 27 -year -old North Carolina native, who fled to
Canada and renounced his citizenship rather than
be drafted.
Returning to the United States and taking a small
apartment with his wife in Atlanta, Jolley received
notification from the Immigration and Naturalization Service that he had to leave the country.
Because of his "alien" status, an order to leave
by the Board of Immigration Appeals was upheld
last April by the U.S. Circuit Court in New Orleans.
Jolley then appealed to the Supreme
Court.
In it’s case against the North Carolinian, the
government argued that Jolley had "by clear, unequivocal and convincing evidence" shown he had
"knowingly and deliberately renounced his allegiance.
By that act, he acquired alien status
as effectively as if he had been born abroad and
never been a citizen"
According to the government’s case, the claim
of duress was without substance because the draft
is a valid obligation of citizenship.
The government argued that Jolley’s marriage
to an American citizen did not entitle him to live
in this country.

Third trial for Newton
OAKLAND, Calif.- -Grim determination on the part
of the prosecution set the stage yesterday in the
third trial of Huey P. Newton, charged with
manslaughter in the death of an Oakland patrolman.
"I intend to prove that this man (Newton) shot
officer John Frey to death without provocation,"
Deputy Dist. Atty. Donald Whyte declared before
Superior Court.
Shaking his finger in Newton’s face, Whyte went
on to promise that an Oakland bus driver would
testify that he watched "Huey P. Newton as he pulled
a nine millimeter pistol from his waistband, overpower officer John Frey and then shoot him four
times --twice from the front and two more shots in
the back."
According to the prosecutor, tapes made from
Frey’s patrol car radio would also be used as
evidence. "You will hear the voice of John Frey -from four years ago--as he blurts out the last
moments of his life," Whyte added.

SJS Chicano aim:
statewide party
SJS Chicano students
have taken a new tack
towards achieving equal
rights.
Some thirty members
of the La Raza Unida
Party are currently
registering Chicano voters within the campus
and in the community.
The drive is part of a
statewide movement to
make the La Raza Unida
Party an official California political party.
Since the drive began
last April, approximately 2,000 Chicanos
have been registered in
Santa Clara County, according toSonny Madrid, county coordinator
of the drive.
Connie Morales, a
deputy registrar, said,
"Such a move is representative of the growth
of our movement, as it
is a definite step towards the advance of poi iti cal consciousness
and power of Raza.
"Establishment of La
Raza Unida Party may
well serve as a common
ground for true unity of
the diverse activities
and change being forged
in all areas of the Chicano struggle," she continued.
The party was founded
March 1970 in Crystal
City, Texas , by Jose
Angel Gutierrez who led
a political takeover of

the city and county government.
Under the Chicano
administration radical
changes were brought about such as: forbidding
draft boards from looking at high school students’ records, conducting all city business
in Spanish, and ending
the jurisdiction of the
Texas Rangers and state
police in that town.
Further information
on party activities and
places of registration
may be obtained from
Enrique Ante at Casa
Mecha, 694 S. Second
St., phone 287-3537 or
Joe Santos, phone 2517845.

VD investigators

to offer answers

Dave Thurber

Got a question about
veneral disease?
Ask it at the VD forum
on Friday from 9:30
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in CH
355.
VD investigators from
San Mateo andSanta
Clara counties and SJS
Health Center physician
Raymond Miller will
discuss the increasing
spread of the disease
and the need for VD information in public
schools.
The panel discussion
will be followed by a
question and answer

Herman the Lover

Maureen Maarup and an unidentified rat demonstrate the
kind of idyllic relationship
that can be formed between
woman and rat when both are

conditioned properly.
The
SJS Psychology Department
has lain to rest the old wives’
tale that rats and chicks can’t
get along.

period.
The program, entitled
"Love Needs Care," is
the first of a two-part
television series put on
by the Santa Clara
County Departments of
Health and Education.

Tomorrow morning
from 10:30 to noon in the
same room, Fuller will
speak about how PanAfricanism affects
America’s minorities.
There is no admission
charge for either
speech.

Jena Niche Guitar Works
2134-0 Old Middlefield Wy,
Mountain View
Wed Sun
2ttln IP. 966 7610

WATERBEDS

F eaturing Heated Waterbeds
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF WATERBEDS,
WATER SOFAS, AND EASY LINE FOAM CHAIRS.
WATERBEDS FROM 125.00 Or=1
’Right on Prices’ Beet Quality SZINAIJ
Student (S.J.S.) Owned 8. Operated
1850 W. Son Carlo: 294-1455

Rat-shy women
By GEORGE NEWMAN
Special for the Daily
Do women naturally
fear rats?
"It’s nothing more than
a myth," declared Ellen
Rabau, as she playfully
stroked a twitching,
white laboratory species named "Herman."
"If anything," said the
SJS coed, "there are
probably more men who
are afraid."
Mrs. Rabau, a psychology major, has been
handling rats since September, when she began
Experimental Psychology 120, instructed by
Dr. Frank Ramos.
Together with a halfdozen other female students, Mrs. Raubau conducts basic experiments
in operant conditioning
at the Psychology Dept.
laboratory on Ninth
Street. (a la B. F. Skinner).
"We call him ’Herman
the Lover." explained
Mrs.Rabau," as Herman
busily went about his duties inside a transparent plastic Skinner Box.
The rat’s chore consist -

Build your own
Classic Guitar
or Dulcimer

PISCEAN

Motherly care

Black discussion
Howard Fuller, president of Malcolm X University in Nebraska,
will speak tonight and
tomorrow morning as
part of the A.S. Program
Board’s Black Experience Month.
This evening from 7 to
9 p.m. in the C.U. Ballroom, Fuller will discuss the history of
Malcolm X University
and the concept of PanAf ricanism, a theory
separate from communism and capitalism.

ported by minority
groups, and this "coalition will break up, like
the party, if they start
to leave."
She quoted Senator
George McGovern,
presidential aspirant, as
saying the Democratic
party "is alienating our
minority groups, and
will fail to be thought of
as a party of all the
people".
La Raza Unida, the Chicano independent party
favored by Miss Vidal,
was formed in Texas
where, in April of 1970,
it succeeded in electing
an entirely Chicano
city council, said Miss
Vidal.

liance (YSA) coordinator from New York. She
spoke at a YSA meeting
in the College Union.
"The major parties are
trying to hold on to the
Chicano vote, because
they know they haven’t
been responsive to it,"
Miss Vidal said.
Miss Vidal held the
Democratic party has
traditionally been sup -

"When Chicanos start
voting for themselves
and not for the Democrats, the Democratic
party will fall apart,"
stated Mirta Vidal in an
SJS talk Monday night.
"A united and independent Chicano party
is the only possible tool
for a Chicano voice in
politics," held Miss Vidal. Young Socialist Al-

ed of depressing a red
metal bar or pedal, each
time causing a small
food pellet to be automatically delivered to
him.
Another female student, Mrs. Marian Walters, said she believes
that women have been
stereotyped as being afraid of rats and mice.
"Basically, if you like
children and animals,
you like rats," Mrs.
Walters reasoned.
"Poor little baby," she
whispered, as she gently placed the six-inch
long rodent into the experiment box.
Andrea Scott, agreed
with her colleagues in
the belief that women
are no more or less afraid of rats than men.
"It doesn’t bother me."
said Miss Scott. "I’m
not overly fond of them,
but it doesn’t bother
me."
The class teaching ass i s tan t, Ward Rodriquez, said his experience showed that there
are a few female students who display some
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h
Y
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AREHUsAsust

Rodriquez answered. "I
found almost motherly
care being given the rats
in some instances."
After completing their
class experiments, students are required to
place the rats in portable wire mesh cages and
return them to the main
housing area of the lab,
where they are fed and
cared for.
Throughout the afternoon class, it should be
noted, there was not an
audible incident in which
."
the cry "eek, a .
was heard.

nervousness, but no
more than the males.
Rodriquez said he remembered a particular
male student, who didn’t
prefer to handle the laboratory rats because
du ring his childhood
there were rats in his
house.
He decided, however,
to proceed with the experiments, but with
some degree of hesitation, Rodriquez said.
What about the notion
that women are naturally afraid?
"Definitely a myth,"
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Short plays
to be staged

Flint Center
DI16
FF’El

Neil Simon hit opens
The genius of Broadway playwright Neil Simon and the musical
magic of composer Burt
Bacharach will be on
stage this weekend at
Flint Center (De Anza
College) in Cupertino.
"P ro mises, Promises," the huge Broadway hit, will be performed by a 92 -member
national touring company from New York.
Performances of the
musical comedy are
scheduled Friday and
Saturday nights at 8:30,
with a matinee scheduled Saturday at 2:30
p.m.
Simon, who is quick -

Dreamy

movie
tonight
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By JIM MURPHY
Daily Staff Writer
Usually, a trilogy is
associated with literaSuch works as
ture.
Nordhoff’s and Hall’s
"Mutiny on the Bounty"
series and Isaac Asimov’s "Foundation"
books come to mind.
But a film trilogy is
a rare creature indeed.
However, such a creature is now playing at
several local theatres:
A trilogy based on
Pierre Boulle’s novel,
"Planet of the Apes."
The first film in the
series, "Planet of the
Apes," was released in
1968. The second film,
"Beneath the Planet of
the Apes," came out in
1970. The third, "Escape from the Planet
of the Apes," appeared
last summer.
"Planet of the Apes"
is a clever science fiction thriller, laced with
satire, about an astronaut who becomes a captive on a planet where
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LASAGNA
ROAST BEEF
VEAL PARMIGIANA
SA USAG E SANDWICH
FISH & CHIPS
FRIED CHICKEN

81.10
81.05
81.25
81.10
81.25
81.75

We, the NEW MANAGEMENT Or
SPARTAN HOUSE welcome you
back to enjoy your Italian and
American favorites. Try the day’s
specialty or indulge in a huge,
cheesey pizza or juicy hamburger.
--Molto Grazie!

apes are the masters
and humans the dumb
beasts of the jungle.
Writers Michael Wilson
and Rod Serling made
the film intriguing as
well as entertaining with
a subtle use of humor
in both dialogue and action.
The two writers though,
made a warning to audiences with their shock
ending: Taylor the astronaut (Charlton Heston) savagely damning
the once -mighty human
civilization for the ultimate insanity --self-annihilation.
"Beneath the Planet
of the Apes" is unfortunately, a cheap sequel
attempting to cash in
on the success of
"Planet." You see all
the nifty ape makeup
and costumes again and,
by gosh, there’s Nova
(Linda Harrison) and
Taylor!
To make this mess
all the more interesting, James Franciscus
gets thrown in as Brent,
an astronaut sent to rescue Taylor. The three
humans soon find themselves caught up in a
war between the apes
(gorillas, to be specific) and mutant humans
telepathic weirdos who
survived the selfannihilation bit alluded
to in "Planet").
The
outcome is, of course,
foregone; everybody
gets wiped out.
All, that is, save
Drs. Cornelius and Zira
(Roddy McDowall and
Kim Hunter). You see,
they got together with
Dr. Milo (Sal Mineo),
salvaged one of the
crashed spaceships
(from a previous film,
naturally) and blasted
off before all the death
and destruction.
But, being caught in
a time warp, all three
land on the Earth of
1973 (remember, they

Ilattan
0111E
150 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
of Fourth St.) 292-2140

A set of three student -directed and designed one -act plays
will be the scene when
SJS Drama Department
presents "Comedy Tonight" on Nov. 18, 19
and 20 in the Studio
Theater at 8:15 p.m.
The plays presented
will be "Adaptation" by
Elaine May, "Bea,
Frank, Richie, and
Joan," by Taylor and
Bolognia, and "The Ugly
Dickling" by A. A.
Milne.
In "Adaptation" the
facets of liberal, urban,
upper -middle-class and
protest, white America
are interwoven into a
television game show,
under the direction of
Randall Wright.
The ups and downs of
marriage are explored
in "Bea, Frank, Richie
and Joan." In the story,
parents Bea and Frank
are bedazzled when
their son Richie and
daughter-in-law Joan
are having the symptons
of marriage -on -the
rocksitis.
"The play focuses on
people learning to live
together based simply
on accepting one for
what they are," explain -

Apes and humans suffer various indignities
at the hands of each
other in both films, and
both shock each other
with the power of speech
(Taylor’s "Get your
stinking paws off of me,
you damn dirty ape!!!"
and Zira’s "Because I
loathe bananas!")

50c

ed Karl Shuck, the director.
Directed by Marilyn
Abad, "Ugly Duckling"
deals with a storybook
king attempting to match
his unattractive daughter with a mate.
The "Comedy Tonight"
cast features Saxon
Rawlings, DeniseAntonwicz, Becky Rodler,
James Lukins, Kathy
Kurz, DennisConvoy
and Ken Barton in "The
Ugly Duckling;" Diane
Walsh, Jon Cirigliano,
Doug Morrison and Evy
Willis in "Bea, Frank,
Richie and Joan" and
Dan Anderson, Randy
Pybas, Marty Ferrero
and Janice Garcia in
"Adaptation."
For all three productions costumes are
by Cathryn He rgenrader, Terrie Rust and
Kathy Kygar; with scenic designs by Tana Cunningham and lighting designs by Joseph Cardinalli.
Tickets, 75 cents student and $1.50 general
admission, may be purchased at the College
Theater box office
weekdays from 1 to 5
p.m.
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Also, both apes and
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"Director
Bo Widerberg
has taken
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given it
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being offered at the
Flint Center Nov. 12 and 13,
is based on the film "The
Apartment."
play,

Writer Paul Dehn really did his homework
when putting "Escape"
together. He obviously
realized the possibilities this second sequel offered and made
the most of them.
However, Dehn was
partly responsible for
the writing of "Beneath"
(he co-wrote the original story with producer
Mort Abrahams and did
Marvel Galaxy
the screenplay of the
story), and the resultAstronaut Brent (James Franciscus) is ing mishmash of ape
militarism and pervertadvised to leave the apes’ city before he ed atom bomb worship
is discovered, in this scene from "Be- shows this two -headed
neath the Planet of the Apes." Part of effort.
Kudos should also go
a triple bill now playing at local theatres.
to the two films’ directleft the Earth in 3955). cape" parallel each ors. "Planet’s" directThey are picked up by other very nicely. In or, Franklin J. Schaffthe Marines, taken to the "Planet," Dr. Zaius ner ("Patton") handled
Los Angeles Zoo, and (Maurice Evans) knows that film superbly. Don
are oohed and ahhed at that Taylor is no freak, Taylor, "Escape’s" diby a curious public.
that Taylor represents rector, took a similar
That is "Escape from a threat to the exist- approach. He did a good
the Planet of the Apes" ence of the ape society. job with Dehn’s script
in a nutshell.
Like As chief scientist and and made the most of
"Beneath," it’s another "keeper of the faith," the Los Angeles setting.
sequel riding on the Dr. Zaius tries desperSo, for what it’s worth,
coattails of "Planet," ately to have Taylor
the films are offered up
Unlike "Beneath," how- destroyed.
to you in one neat packever, it’s better written,
In "Escape," Dr. Hass- age.
It may be worth
better acted and better lein
(Eric Braeden) is your while to examine
directed.
After sitting through also a scientist, and the the contents and see
five and one-half hours President’s science ad- what you think.
viser. Like Dr. Zaius,
of this triple bill, I behe, too, is a "keeper of
gan to notice something:
aside from the fact that the faith."
Hasslein realizes that
El I iott Gould
Twentieth Century Fox
the eventual domination
released these films toin Ingmar Bergman’s
reaof
man
by
talking,
gether in order to make
soning apes is a very
a little money, they of2600 E [Ann SANTA CLARA.’
real possibility, espeShown at 1 & 10 30
fered an interesting
cially when Zira makes
view of "turnabout"
--And-(where man finds the it known that she’s preSlanley Kramer s biro
gnant. With this knowIAN"
"ZACHAR
tables
turned
on
himBLESS THE BEASTS
ledge, Hasslein knows
Oncf. at 8 SS
self). It was the pur& CHILDREN"
must
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Illicit dalliance
William James (1) and Will
Mackenzie don’t see eye to
eye when it comes to Sydnee
Balaber in Neil Simon’s
"Promises, Promises." The

Humans go bananas in trilogy

FOX Theatre

o

Mon.

music of composer
Bacharach and lyricist
Hal David. Top songs
from the production include the title tune and
"I’ll Never Fall in Love
Again," both of which
became hits for Dionne
Warwick.
Starring in the lead
role will be Will MacSydnee BalaKenzie.
ber- - -the latest stage
find of Broadway producer David Merrick --will play Fran Kubelik,
a secretary who becomes intimately involved with MacKenzie
and his scheme.
Tickets for the performances are available through the San
Jose Box Office, 912
Town & Country Village
and the Flint Center Box
Office.

’Planet of Apes’ films

"Torment," a classic
in Swedish film -making,
is the Wednesday Cinema feature tonight at
8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The Cannes festival
award winner is a 1944
product of Ingmar Bergman.
It concerns a student
who has an affair with
a girl who is also involved with the student’s
sadistic teacher.
The film is realistic
but almost dream-like
in its photography and
action.
The Asian -American
film series presents
"King of Kings" tomorrow night in Morris Dailey.

im

ly becoming the biggest
authoi of stage comedies in American history, has set Broadway aflame with several
hits in the short span
of a few years. Those
stage successes include
"The Odd Couple,"
"Barefoot in the Park,"
"Plaza Suite" and "Last
of the Red -Hot Mamas."
The plot of "Promises"
is based on the 1960
film "The Apartment,"
starring Jack Lemmon.
In the film Lemmon
slippery
plays a
schemer who rents out a
bachelor apartment key
to married higher-ups,
who use the place for
sexual escapades. Lemmon uses the scheme
to gain promotion from
the executives, but only
gains real problems.
The play features the
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PCAA title?

Blitz, bash, boom

SJS harriers eye crown
By GARY RUBIN
Daily Sports Writer

All -Conference

The day of reckonhas come for the
SJS cross country team.
ing

Hurt earlier in the
year by injuries that
forced the team to cut
down meet and practice time, the team is
now hitting their peak
in preparation for the

finals

this Saturday at San
Diego.
Coach Lee Evans will
take seven members of
his team to San Diego
and shoot for the con f e re nce championship.
The harriers won a third
place finish last year.
"Our team has really
improved since the start

Judokas sparkle
at Far Western
The SJS judo team the Spartans was Dave
has again won impres- Long, who took first in
sively -so what else is the open division.
new.
Two other SJS perWinners of 10 straight formers came in first,
national collegiate tit- John Leek in the heavyles, coach Yosh Uchida weight division and John
took his black belts to Reed in the 205 catethe Far Western Cham- gory.
Jesus Garza
pionships at San FranThe two thirds were
puts the clamps on Donckers, while
cisco last Saturday, and registered by Dan KikuIt was "sack" time last Saturday night
from first indications, chi in the open division
in the center shot, Bill Brown,PCAA
as San Diego quarterback Bill DoncUchida has a good start and George Kiyohara in
defensive player of the week, and
kers was constantly harrassed by the
for title no. 11.
the 139 class.
Chaney again dump the second stringer.
Although no team
At left, Dave Chaney
SJS defense.
scores were kept, the
Spartans took three
first and two thirds in
the competition that included mostly judo
cubs, with a few colleges participating.
"This tournament is
the first really big one
of the year," said Uchida.
"No team scores BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Sports Writer
and
two
yards
By KEITH PETERS
put the topping ona good Craig Kimball stood out 161
were kept, but if they
Joe Sweeney, Jim Tur Daily Sports Writer
season last week by at quarterback for the scores. Kimball’s total had, we would have finwho was handicapped
second straight week as enables him to pass the ished first.
For the rest of the stomping the Sacrayear, Friday afernoons mento State junior var- did receivers Ike McBee 400 yard mark in yards
"Competing against pin and Mike Cooper are
will probably just be- sity, 28-2 on the loser’s and Clay Jackson and passing.
these clubs, affords us missing. Gone are the
Injured signalcaller a good chance to see days when the trio held
runners Darrell Jencome dull and common- field.
place for the SJS frosh
The season ender kins and Ken Rigmaiden. Brian Shelby, who our team againsta high - the top all-around posiAlthough a bit sporadic, missed the contest, also c aliber opponent," Uc- tions on the SJS gymnas football team.
topped off a 3-2 year
tics squad.
No longer will the year- for the frosh, which Kimball managed to hit passed for over 400 hida concluded.
This year the team has
lings don the dark blue started with a resound- on 9 of 22 passes for yards in four games.
Leading the way for
has to literally pick itjerseys and gold pants ing 48-22 win over the
self off the mat and start
for their Friday encoun- Santa Clara frosh and
all over.
ters on the gridiron. then see -sawed with an
With a nucleus of three
For the frosh, their 8-0 loss and 28-6 win
returning performers
season has come to a (over Cal Poly) and a
the team is being rebuilt
close.
34-32 loss to Consumes
with junior college
Willard Wells and his River JC.
transfers and freshmen.
band of first year men,
The same faces that
The first scheduled
starred in the opening
SKI SALE:
meet is an intersquad
win over Santa Clara,
Watch For
The SJS grid squad
again played a major
ing a big win, but just perennial powerhouses. contest Saturday at 11
Thursday’s Paper
In order to become a.m. in the men’s gym.
role in the victory over is finally,back in favor as traditionally, slither
"Right now our main
Sacramento State.
among local frat rats, back into hiding when one of the best, it is
SKYLINE SPORTS
Playing the entire
alumni, and erstwhile the situation deterior- necessary to play the problem is finding a
1020 W. San Carlos game for the first time, jocks after trouncing ates.
best, get killed by the third all-around man,"
San Diego State, 45-7
Frat rats, among best, and play them stated Clair Jennett,
last week.
others, are famous for again until a plane of whose team last season
Since the Spartans do this faux pas.
They equality is reached. retained it’s PCAA tinot exactly possess a like to win, and really That’s the Spartans tle and finished in the top
winning tradition on the don’t ca re who they goal. It’s almost a re- ten at the NCAA championships.
gridiron, the lopsided beat. A 45-7 romp over ality.
"We already have Bill
victory caught a lot of Puget Sound College or
Despite this, fans beEight glorious days in paradisell
people by surprise, the local Institute of the come restless. They Barnwell and Steve Sin(mild shock in some Blind, is more reward- dislike spending money sel," continued Jennett.
leave L.A. on Dec.19,return Dec.26
cases).
ing than a 21-14 loss to to see Jim Plunkett (not "After this meet we
MERRY CHR I ST^AAS ....Con t ac t
Many wanted to know Stanford or Arizona to mention lesser QB’s) should have it pretty
JERRY CLARK
relentlessly smash well decided who the
why the Spartans hadn’t State.
33 E San Fernando
After years of con- their squad. They live other one will be."
been beating everyone
All-around men are
San Jose 287-8240
as badly as they maul- tinual losing, most stu- only for the present
ed the Aztecs. Of dents apparently would without looking towards to gymnastics as quarSTUDENT SERVICES WEST, Inc.
terbacks are to foot
course, everyone loved rather beat the worst the future.
faculty,
Available to CSC tudents,
In
Essential.
it, claiming they’d been than play well against
Students don’t care ball.
staff & family.
loyal all along.
how SJS does five years contrast to the ring
the
best.
NOTE: Charter prices based on pro-rated share of total price
These are the fair
It’s clear that a cer- from now. They want to specialist or high bar
cost & ferrying charges et 100% occupancy. Fares include U.S
man, the all-around
weather "fans." They tain lack of understand- win.
Federal & departure taxes plus $4 acImin fees per person. Prices
subject to decrease Of Increase depending on actual Col pas
Only the alumni, who gymnast competes in
traditionally flock out ing regarding the SJS
sengers on each individual flight
of the wood work dur- football situation is evi- plan on being around for every event, floor exerdent among this group. awhile and an occasional cise, side horse, long
dedicated jock, sit horse vaulting, rings,
For 65 years the Spartans were considered a through crunching de- parallel bars and high
small college squad who feats, comforted that bar.
Without strong allStanford scheduled as a things will eventually
around men a team’s
breather between USC, get better.
Texas, and California.
Saturday’s triumph chances of a successDuring the last few over a supposedly good ful season are almost
years, SJS has been en- San Diego team poss- negative.
In contention for the
gaged in a campaign de- ibly could be the break
signed to upgrade the through everyone’s been
local brand of football. waiting for.
Stanford and Arizona
The school initiated a
$220. - $275. R.T.
schedule that often in- State, the tenth and ninth
From West Coast
cluded two or three ranked teams in the
Fly OneWaYF rom$125
country, will provide
FlightsAII Year Long
even stiffer tests in the
Flights Also Available
next two weeks.
tolsraeland
the Orient
As much as I disFor Information
like those who worship
Contact 365-8625
winners, but scorn losE.S.E.P.
ers, it’s usually nice
THE GARDEN CITY HOFBRAU (THAT
Regular (94.0ctone)
801 Woodside Rd.
to
have
them
around.
CLASSY DUMP ON THE CORNER OF
Redwood City
At least you know you’re
ESEP - SISC Members
MARKET AND POST STREETS) PROUDLY
winning.

year, Evans said.
"This is the meet that
we have been pointing
to all year."
The Spartans will field
a team that includes
three lettermen, a junior college transfer, two
freshmen and a man who
came out this year as a
senior, after not competing since his freshman year.
Maury Greer heads
As
up the Spartans.
the number one man, he
finished second two
weeks ago at the Mount
San Antonio College
Cross Country championships.
Running right behind
Greer, is another letterman, Nick Rosner,
who was handicapped
earlier in the year by
assorted injuries and
ailments, but now is
running strong.
Another, whom Evans
is counting a great deal
on, is Les DeVoe, a
J.C. transfer who has
given good efforts in all
the Spartan meets.
"With those three,
of the

SJS gymnasts
draw talent

Frosh finish 3-2

Big victory ends season

Tim Osterman

Fickle fans flourish

hawaii49

third all
slot
are Dave Squires and
freshman George Hadras and Frank Sander.
"The team is almost
completely different
than last year," commented Doug Hills, assistant coach. "I think
we drew a lot of our new
performers on our
reputation since we’ve
always done well in our
league."
Referring to the upcoming season which officially begins with the
Sacramento State Invitational on Dec. 3, Hills
said, "This year cornpulsories are extremely important, in addition to optionals we’ll
have to do the Olympic
compulsories at both the
PCAA’s and Nationals.

we are in good shape for
the title," related
"If we can get
Evans.
two more on our team
up with them, we w1:1
be in great shape."
The remaining members of the squad are
freshmen Steve Peth and
Grover Prowell, letterman Bob Stevens, and
Mark Donnell. Donnell
came out this year as
a senior, after not running for two years.
Evans said that he
expects the conference
finals to be won by either SJS, Long Beach
State, or San Diego
State.
The Spartans will be
hoping to even the score
with both SDS and LBS.
The Spartans lost to both
at the Sacramento Invitational early in the
year.
In their most recent
competition, the Spartans finished a strong
second at Mt SAC to
Long Beach State.
The race itself will be
run over 6.2 miles of
ground that includes a

few hills. The mileage
is a little longer than
what the Spartans have
run this year, but Evans
said that championship
distances are usually

longer.

OWN
YOUR
OWN

Student rates on
sales, service
and rentals

HUNTER’S

Office Equipment
71 E. San Fernando

GIANT 111141TO P11%TEIRS
make great Christmas gifts
From any photo or slide . .
Or we’ll take your photo free!
2 X3 F E ET 1000 discount with ASB card
3407
Santa Clara

El Camino

Real
247-7747

MASTER
JEWELERS

EUROPE

TONIGHT

PRESENTS PAUL AND GEORGE. WHO’S
WELL IT AIN’T MC/CARTNEY
THAT?
AND HARRISON, BUT CLOSE ... THEY’LL
BE PLAYING A FEW OF YOUR FAVORITE
SONGS BUT MOSTLY ALL OF THEIRS
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT FROM 8:30
TO 12:30. AND LET’S FACE IT, WHAT
ELSE IS THERE TO DO ON A WEDNESDAY
NIGHT - WATCH "THE COURTSHIP OF
SO COME DOWN
EDDIE’S FATHER?"
(OR ANY OTHER
SOME WEDNESDAY
NIGHT) IF ONLY FOR A PITCHER OF
BEER AND A SUSAN -SIZE SANDWICH AT
PRICES THAT CAN’T BE BEAT ANY
WHERE!

GARDEN CITY HOFBRAU

GAS

26 ri 0
28"o

Ethyl (10040ctane)

SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT

Serve Yourself

All

And Save
Cigarettes 35(

AZIZA EYE MAKE-UP

half price

Prices subject to
change without
notice

URITAN
OIL CO.
10th & Taylor
6th IL Keyes
4th & William
I

1$14111T]

11;

Eye Shadows

Eye liners

Mascara

Eye Pencils

10th

St.

Pharmacy

10th & Salta Clara

294-9131

She’s fallen for your line.
Now come have a look at ours
ma mammary.. ler
1./...41 nag.
ar Orange Illesseag

asallea0914
el- cm. oaamratata
ead 4111
o No* now atatal

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

MASTER
JEWELERS
72 So First St
San Jose
Phone 297-0920
710 Del Monte Center
Cannel Hill, Monterey
Phone 375-6577

Westgate Shaming Center
1600 Saratoga AVIE
Phone 379-3051
In the Almaden
Foshion Moro
#14 On The Moll
Phan* 266-8466

1
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Energy coalition raps
corporate power abuse

Socialist
candidate
to speak
Andrew Pulley, 1972
Black vice-presidential
candidate for the Socialist Worker’s Party, will
speak today at 12:30
p.m. in the SJS College
Union ballroom.
Pulley’s speech, sponsored by the Young Socialist Alliance on campus, will be introduced
by SJS President John
H. Bunzel.
Pulley is scheduled
to speak on "American
politics and the Black
community."
The vice-presidential
aspirant was a member
of GIs United Against
the War, while a soldier
stationed at Fort Jackson, S.C. and in 1970
ran as a congressional
candidate against Ron
Dellums in Berkeley’s
Seventh District.
Most recently, Pulley is active in the Black
and Brown Task Force
to End the War in Vietnam, and was a speaker
in last weekend’s antiwar rally in San Francisco.
Pulley was born in
Greenwood, Miss., and
now resides in Cleveland, Ohio.
Linda Jenness, socialist from Georgia, is
Pulley’s running mate
on the 1972 Socialist
Worker’s ticket.

Minority

Quite literally, "power
to the people" is what
today’s Power Day is
all about.
Power Day will be
held in over 80 locations across the United
States and Canada including San Francisco
in an attempt to initiate
a "Continental Power
Policy.
Other objectives are injunctions
against certain corporations and an environmental energy coalition
and lobby.
"People must have
more say in the control
Ron Mita

’White coal’

The French refer to it as "white coal" because of its treRecycled
mendous strength in generating power plants.
water is used in this large flume, surrounded by classrooms
in the Engineering Building, to aid engineering students in
their study of fluids.

Where did Asia go?
More thefts at SJS
A missing map, wallet and volkswagen
headlight are among the
items the college community has recently reported to the SJS Security Office.
Dr. Glenn Morgan,
political science instructor turned from his
class to pull down a
map of Asia last Wednesday morning and

graduate
work

Book talk
focus on
alienation

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Dr. Harold Hodges
of the Sociology Department will discuss
alienation in modern education in light of Charles Hanna’s "Bodies in
Revolt" and R.D. Laing’s "Politics of Experience." It is part
of the Wednesday Faculty Book Talk series
at 12:30 today in the
Spartan Cafeteria, open
to students and faculty

Cam jodse
Camera Chop
245 SOUTH FIRST

10% DISCOUNT
To all students with ASB cards and faculty

Foreign Car Service Center

We Front end work
do: Body and fender
Custom engine
Transmissions Brakes

Upholstery
Radios
Overhauls
Tune-ups

DOWNTOWNS ONLY COMPLETE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

Free Loaners Available

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS
15 5 Marko!

4 blocks from s, how

Ph 2% 6500

(Just Gibe t s the V. ord)

We’ll

Make

You

cultural Steering Committee, and Harry Wong,
editor of "China Voice."
The celebration, sponsored by the political
committee of the Chinese Cultural Club, is
open to all students.

a "friendly" visit.
H. Tom Kuper, 315
Markham Hall had three
men come to his door
and ask if they could
visit with him for a
while, the Security report noted.
After talking for a
few minutes, the guests
left and Kuper noticed
his wallet missing. The
Security report described the three suspects as Black, male,
with heights ranging
from 5 -feet -7 to 6 -foot1. The wallet contained
$1 and miscellaneous
papers and documents.
Returning to his car
Monday night, Safaa
Aboutaleb, 4132 Carola
Court, San Jose, discovered the left front
headlight of his Volkswagen missing.
The ’
light is valued at $20.

Sparta Guide
TODAY
WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, 3 p.m., Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
SJS SAILING CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
Lessons at 6:30 p.m.
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION CLUB, 7 p.m.,
C.U. Guadalupe.
SEMINAR ON NONVIOLENCE, 7 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail. 300 S. 10th St
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS, 11:30 a.m., C.U. Almaden.
SIERRA CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Almaden. Rock
climbing demonstration.
CIRCLE K, 5:45 p.m., C.U. Almaden.
RECYCLING, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., Seventh and Sin
Accomodations for accepting
Carlos streets.
recycled material will be provided.
DRIVE,
8 a.m. to midnight,
AFROTC BLOOD
C.U. Umunhum.
PI SIGMA ALPHA, 2:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan
Rm. A.
ARAB STUDENTS, 1 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
CAMPUS CRUSADE, 8:30 a.m., C.U. Pacheco.
HOWARD SULLER LECTURE, 7 p.m., C.U. Loma
Prieta.
COMMITTEE FOR HONORABLE CONSERVATISM,
1:30 p.m., C.U. Diablo.
WEDNESDAY CINEMA, 8 p.m., Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
1.F.C., 10 p.m., C.U. Pacheco.
THURSDAY
SPARTAN ORICOCCI, 3 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
General meeting.
CHI ALPHA/UPPER ROOM, 7:30 p.m., 434E. William (above the Red Ram).
SPARTAN CHINESE CLUB, 8 p.m., C.U. Ballroom.
Movie: "Storm on Yangtze River."
AIESEC, 8:30 p.m., 215 S. 12th St. No. 3
POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, 2 p.m., 450
C Business Towers.
CHINESE CULTURAL CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U.
Umunhum.
Celebration on China’s admission
into the U.N. Speakers and film on Sino-Soviet
conflict. Admission free.
FASA, 7 p.m., C.U. Almaden. Rm. A.
BLOOD DRIVE, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., C.I1. Umunhum.
BAHAI, 8 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
MAC, 7 p.m., C.U. Pacifica.
SIMS, 8 p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
1Paid Adv. t sement)

A
It i

couldn’t find it.
The colored, 44 -inch
by 58 inch map, valuded at $20, was missing from its berth in
Dr.
Centennial Hall.
Morgan, according to
the Security report, explained Centennial Hall
is open and accessible
by anybody on weekends.
Another dorm theft
according toSecurity
report, resulted from

Chinese celebrate

Black and Chicano
students interested in
Speeches, a panel disdoing graduate work at
University of California cussion and a free movLos Angeles will be able ie, "Sino-Soviet Border
at
to talk with a repre- Clash," are featuredfor
sentative fromUCLA the celebration
Graduate School of Man- China’s entry into
toage men t, Thursday United Nations
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. morrow night at 7:30
in the Career Planning in the C.U. Umunhum
and Placement Center, Room.
Speakers include Mary
122 S. Ninth St.
Interested students Lou Greenberg of Revmust sign up before olutionary Union, JosThursday in the Career eph Inyene of the Inter Planning and Placement
Information Center,
Bldg. Q, Rm. 10, next
to the Business Tower.

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
4 Just present your
staff or ASB card
MOVIE & STILL
Cameras Projectors
Supplies Equipment
DEVELOPING
- PRINTING

I4001374-7777

BLACK AND CHICANO STUDENTS

a Inc

UCLA’S Graduate School
wall, medium. or big
Or a small one, Be it
scaled printing lob, composed of multiple pages
or Jim one, leave it to the A 5 Print Shop to do
d up right

A.S. Print Shop
Student Union
Ream 191

I
X-

Opeg Monday
9 to 5

Fr ’day

of Management
will be interviewing prospective students
THURSDAY, NOV. 11,1971 ( 10 AM -4PM )
at the Placement Office
Ill discuss the MBA Program offered at UCLA
speaking with students from all departments
We r inlrsted in
This program is approprie for students
and major 110145 of study
with technical and non -technical backgrounds
Sorn funds are available for students in financial need For further
informatron contact the Placement Office

[ MOUNTAIN LIFE

and production of energy
if we are to survive,"
Michael C. Mitchell,
speaking for the Energy
Coalition, organizing
group for Power Day.
Reports from local
environmental groups
across the nation such
as the Sierra Club and
Audubon Society will be
heard in the 80 scheduled press conferences
to discuss area energy
problems, Mitchell added.
The results of the reports will be compiled,
discussed and sent back
From NORTHFACE
Warm Down Clothing
Sleeping Bags
Packs & Tents
From LOWA
Hiking, Climbing &
Truck’n Boots
From BONA & ASNES
Cross Country Skis
2513 Wincheoter Blvd.
Campbell, Ca. 05008

to the individual groups. against a company that
An energy policy hope- is trying to build another
fully will emerge from nuclear power plant.
the effort.
The way to participate
The corporations nam - in Power Day is through
ed in the injunctions will local environmental
be announced at the groups the Energy Coapress conferences, Mit- lition believes, and the
chell said.
He then local press conferences
added that one of the where speakers will be
three injunctions will be heard throughout the
instigated in California day.

LATE FOR CLASS?

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
LOW RATES

SILVA

complete motor service
service smog devices
brake tune-up lube

295-8968
Rentals & Sales

78 SO. 4d, SAN JOSE

SINCE
1936

NW to now "Burgs,

Chif "

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BRIDGESTONE ’70 100 sport. 1285
or best offer Phone. 265-8369.
PISCEAN WATERBEDS--I850 W. San
Carlos. 294-1455 Just West of tw
Gap
King-Clueen. $24, Twin. $18,
Safely Liner. $2, Frames: $14. 10
year guarantee on all beds.
Also
Water Sofas, modern furnibn-e,tagps
tries.
Ask about our NRO policy.
2M-1455.
SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cleaners. Basic H. BOSIC L
Food Supplements Instant Protein,
Plain 15., with powdered cocoa beans
Cosmetics, beauty aids & personal
care items
Phone 297-3866
John & Mary Rhoades
CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? Pill mgr & wrists needed for new recycling center. Bob c/o Recycling Ass. of Amer.
phone 287-9603 or 371-6680.
ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS.
Humanist Community of 8.2
Fri, Oct. 22.
8 p.m. Contr. $22.
738 No. 2nd, phone: 294-5017
’GESTALT CARNIVAL. Arnontage of
fantasy, body movement, sensory
awareness. encounter. Gestalt, etc.
A natural high $15 contr. includes 2
10am-10 pm Sat. Nov. 13.
meals
Humanist Community of San Jose,
Phone:
P.O. Box 881 S J 95106.
294-5017
BRIDGE PLAYERS: If you want toplay
duplicate bridge, contact Patrick Wiley
at the College Union. 289-9894.
KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of $JS co-ed who can’t afford
the expense $900.000 Betty Crocker
Coupons (deposited at into booth of
stud Union) by Dec 10 will pay
for machine
Please help if you
can!
LECTURE on Communication and the
EST Purpose- Mon. Nov. 5th. 7:00
P.M. UMUNHUN ROOM, Co I 1g
Union.
FRIDAY FLICKS "Strawberry Slatemerd" 7 & 10 P.M. Morris Dailey
Aud. 504 admission.
HUMANIST COMMUNITY of S.J. For
the non -theistic searcher. For free
info. write P.O. BOX 881, San Jose
95106 or call: 294-5017
ENCOUNTER - Sensory Awareness
Humanist Community of San Jose.
Friday Nov. 12, 6 PM. Contribution’
$2
738 No. 2nd St. Phone: 294-5017
CHANGE OF PACE!
Join a college -age BALLET class at
Basic
Earn. School of Ballet
"musts" for the beginning dancer
Phone 267-1331 or 246 6675
Alll 01110i1Vi 121
’62 HARDTOP CONVERTIBLE Renault
C
Ile
Eng.. tires, trans. In
tenor XInt $425 or best offer 2861659 e/es
’11$ TR-4 Wire wheels, Radio, Heater
Very good condition.
Must sell.
$190 or bait offer. Chuck Dodd
245-1618
’64 MGB-RED, w- wheels, very clean
$695.
’12 CHEV-Very good condition. New
tires 2-dr. $325. Call Tom: 736-7241
WESTCOASTER
3 -WHEEL MAIL
TRUCK.
$125 or best offer over.
Call after 6pm 292-6427
’70 TRIUMPH TR I 650 clean. Excl.
cond. Many accessories. $1000. Size
7-1/8 helmet a $70 value for $20
287-1253
11170 YAMAHA 250 ENDURO
A 1
extras, see to appreciate. $550 287
6975
UTILITY TRAILER - Enclosed van
type 4x6x6, Lockable, new paint, tires
$175/offer. 379-9003 4prn-lprn
’18 V.W. Excel, condition 34,060 mi
Recent valve lob and rings, runs
greet $675 294-9356
V.W. & IMPORT ELECTRIC REPAIR.
New, rebuilt & used parts. Herbert
German Motors 456 E San Salvador.
Call 295-4247
’48 VW BUS. Bed, curtains, radio.
Just Tuned.
Excl. cond. $2250 or
best offer. Phone: 287-9596
’SS VOLVO Good engine and good
trans Needs work $75, Call lifter
7 354-5623
65 OLDS CUTLASS cony PS PEI AT
buckets console 1 -owner xcep clean
5650 -offer 226 0194
’63 VOLVO alrit transportation, good
tires $350.
262-1267 or 9612278
1971 FIAT Sport 850 Spyder Low
mileage. Take over payments 2647886

1966 VW CAMPER mechanically perfect $850 firm. 294-6414 ext. 2916
or 295-8101 Weekdays 930 - 12 noon.
’65 ECONOLINE Van 30,000 mi. New
paint. tires, & etc. $1,000 firm. Call
Santa Cruz no. 1-476-4859.
’69 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder. power steer
ing, fastback, Superb A steal at $2100
or best offer. 293 4583 after 3 P.M

NEEDED, People who want I. better
themselves
Part or full time work.
Unbelievable opportunity. Cal 1,2479665 & 275-0120
INDIAN STUDENTS NEEDED to work
in Indian Restaurant in Palo Alto.
Good pay! 321-4608 aft/6 wk days.
Anytime wk ends
PHYSICS MAJOR NEEDED to help
student
One session Phone- 377%69
PEOPLE NEEDED to start their own
business in a multi-MS.5S operation.
Part or full time. Call Dave: 2588480

FOE )411
YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, service, and price wten buying your
waterbed.
Call us anytime or stop
over any afternoon or evening. Just
blocks frorn SJS at 400 Park Ave.
corner of Dolmas. 286-1263
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books.
1/2 price Quality books & records
purchased.
Top prices paidcash
or trade.
Lots of science fiction,
supplementags, classics. RECYCLE
1116 So. 2nd St, 2106-6275
BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
cottage.
A chance to live for free
and earn considerable yearly equity.
1-1/2 blocks from campus 489 S
7th St Ph 293-8656
WATERBEDS: Complete King. Size,
$45.95.
Including Far -Out Finished
Frame. Aqua -Snooze, 1415 The Alameda. 12-8 Mon. -Sat. Ph: 286-3544
In
NIKKOR 300mm lens, unused.
original box $300 retail. Sacrifice
for $135. 275-0596 after 5
SKI BOOTS - Woman’s Lace Size 8
$40 Boots for 510 377-3428.
BOOB TUBES that work great! All
kinds all models.
530 295-8444 Paul
ROBERTS 770 X Professional Reel -to
Reel Tape Recorder.
Cleaned &
lobed Oct ’71 $125. 246-1026
IMMACULATE 4 bdrms, 2 bath home.
4 blks from SJS. Lrge rms, basement, 2 car detached garage. Back 2
bdrms with kitchenette, Ideal for
rental
$22,950 Midtown Realty
732-3500

1.1011519,,

5!

FOR RENT! E 2, & 3 bdrm Apt
vrAv carpets. AEK w/pool $115. $150,
& $180 p/mo
Centrally located 3
miles from campus Just off Almaden
Expry 2445 Rinconeda Dr. Mgr. Apt
#1, No children or pets. Unfurnished.
Call before 9 P.M. 266-1613. Quiet
area, conducive for studious individuals.
FREE ROOM & BOARD for girl over
18 yrs. old as a companion to indiviasal with speech difficulty. Near
campus. Call Robert: 296-2309,
GIRLS:
Furnished apartment $120
455 So. 10th blt-in-kitchen, modern.
11 A.M. -2 P.M. 292-1327,
MALE ONLY- Single rotorn7‘kitthen
priv. Clean man only. 115 So. 14th
S.J. Phone: 286-2704
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Most
be neat, student. $63 per mo. Own
room in house.
Close to campus.
Call Joyce 293-4217 (after 5 pm)
’1100M FOR MENSTUDENTS- Double,
quiet, comfortable, with kitchen privileges, in private home. 146 S 14th
St. San Jose, Call 286-3025
3 bdrm. $150, expensive new shag
& drapes, East Foothills near Alum
Rock & White.
118 Nancy Lane
251-9209
WANTED: to share house/apt. w/male
female who must speak good English
Call Fouad 287-8828. HOUSE FOR RENT1 2 bdrms. 55 No.
11th Desire students $60 per/or $240/
mo 586-0835.

USED BOOKS & Art Gallery. Lowest
prices for books (trade or cash/
Near college
455 E. Williams St.
(Between 10th and 11th Streets)

ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Female to
share 3 bdrm. apt. Own room Pool,
quiet, off campus. 560/mo & Leave
message. Cheri 243-1786

ILLNESS FORCES SALE - 2,200 sq.
II. executive 3 yrs. old mod contemn. custom country home in county.
On 1 acre with magnificent view on
beautiful cond. 3 bdrms., 2 baths,
built in bar. 6 sliding glass drs.
beamed ceilings, throughout the house.
Reduced to $56,903. Call : 259-3019

ROOMMATE NEEDED -Male to share
2 Writ, apt. off campus. Own room,
Pool. $75/mo. Leave message Bob
246-7712.

FASHION CONSCIOUS coeds are finding unbeliemable savings at THIRD
FLOOR FASHIONS, 31 Fountain Alley,
Downtown San Jose. ASS card brings
an additional 10% discount
SECURITY LOCKS FOR APARTMENTS, houses, and stereoequipment
Also case-hardened chains and padlocks for bicycles and motorcycles 10% off retain price. Call Jerry after
6 P M. 253-8777
FM RECEIVER - Scott 342 C only
Also Craig 4 &
10 months old.
Phone 298-3492
track car stereo.
HELP WAPITI P 141
"COL L EGE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attractive shapely coed
for well paid model whose pictures
will appear in nationally distributed
collegiate art calendar If ofttt
send bikini picture immediately to
COLLEGE WORLD, Inc 4144E Grant
Road, Tucson. Arizona 85712 "
EXTRA INCOME- Full or Part time.
High hourly earnings. FleeibleHoars,
Training Provided.
Call Mr King:
275-6646
MALE/FEMALE
HIP/STRAIGHT
There’s lots of bucks to be made
selling handmade candles for Xmas.
Phenomenally stupendous, incredibly
unbelievable seasonal demand, Nike
Xrnes trees) 40% on everything sold.
Car helpful to you but not necessary.
(strong back?) Flexible hours. Full
or part-time. Richness awits you if
you can hustle. So..., if interested.
call Babel 275-9132.
DRIVER WANTED 30% to 50. corn mission good earnings 9 11 A M
Tropical Ice Cream Co. 358 Mont
gomery St. 297-4228.
MALE ONLY Sal &
HUSTLERS:
Sun Can you Sell? Earn up tu 550
275cash per -day GREEN
1173

plume

1967 KARPAAN GHIAExcelleM running condition New tires $1000 or
Cell Glenn: 287-2786
best offer

LIKE SELLING?
LIKE PEOPLE?
NEED AN INCOME? You are invited
to hear about an exciting full or part
tone job opportunity. Wednesday even
431 So 11th
ing, Nov 10, 8 pm
St ea 275 6646

HONDA CB 450 16,000 miles) Sissy
bar rack, helmet, gloves, excIM coed
$750 firm. Call: 217-0201

WANTED GIRL for helper evenings.
Will give ISOM and board and smell
salary 243-0399

REWARD: Lust Brown & White St.
Bernard. 2 yrs. Answers to "BRUTUS"
If found please call: 287-4148. He
has a wart on his nose.
LOSTI Blue Ticked Hound, Mix. 9
months old. Stitches in left front
leg. Call: 287-5039

PIRSONAlS

7’

FRIDAY FLICK! "Strawberry Statement 7 & 10 P M Morris Dailey
Aud 500 admission
JOBS EUROPE guaranteed& salaried England, Sw it z e rland, year-round,
young people 18-29. General help 1st
class hotels. For details & application
send $1 00 to Jobs Europe Dept. C
Box 44188 Panorama City, California
91402.
I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other jewelry. all
one of
kind If you have unusual
desires in this area call me .1 3548804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday.
George Larirnore
RETURN TO SENDER: The A Bomb.
Contribs. & Scientists send S. A.
stamped envelope to P 0 Box 4066
S.J. 95126.
SPAGHETTI FEED SUNDAY NOV. 14.
$1.00 "Live Music" 4:30 p.m till
6:00 p m. 210 South 10th Street,
SINGLET
Searching for that special someone?
Why not let Compatability Testing
Introduction Services find the right
person for you.
Complete service
club for single people.
For more
information write to: COMPATIBILITY 2155 Lanai Ave. Suite 72,
San Jose, Calif. 95122

R V ni 1:
AUTO INSURANCE- No driver reLow Monthly Rate, Quick
fused
Rate Comparison
Ion cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverage op to 1015cc $26.00.
to 126 cc 030, to 175 cc $34. to 330cc
$311, to 750 cc $54 David Towl 2413900
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, free service, no contract
Esche’s 251-2598
TYPINGTerm papers, etc., experienced and fast. Phdne 269-9674,..
E XPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST Elietr ic-Masters-Reports Marianna
Tamberg 1924 Harris Ave.,1Son Jam
Telephone: 371-0395

STUDENT wants to share his apt.
with one other. 3 blocks from cam292-0453
$62.00 per mo
pus

SUNASU NATURAL VITAMIN Mineral
food supplement.
Truthfully -Finest
available
Into on distribution or
purchase 736-8759

RESPONSIBLE MALE senior needs
own room wAitchen tacit Can pay
up to $75 p/mo. Call 262-8856 aft.
6 P.M.

FLUTE LESSONS! Call BarbaraSmall
293-9814

PRIVATE ROOM at 22 South Eleventh
Street Kitchen anvil. Collage males
only $55 per mo Call 293-9844 IMan.
agerl
FRIDAY FLICKS! "Strawberry Stole’
went" 7 & 10 P.M. Morris Dailey
Aud. 504 admission.
MATURE STUDENT TO RENT Mod 1
bdrrn fern, apts avail. the 1st wok
Wter,
of Dec 2 blks from SJS.
garbage, parking pd $130 Call now
reserve for Dec 297-1930
DOUBLE RM with kit/prev. ’veil
immed Quiet, clean, close. Call 2946472
293-9814 (Ivy Hall).
REASONABLE RENT - 2 hip/liberal
females share 4 bdr. Sunnyvale home
245-5524
Good trips, no hassles.
WANT TO PARTIALLY SUBLET 1
bdrrn apt. to mature. responsibleper Partially furnished
son 25 or over
Will consider male.
blks/SJSC.
Patt 275-0222 or 7313-1559.
UP. DIV. MALE wants to share opt.,
Up to
Prof near campus
house
Bob Kolch 293-7337.
$75 per mo
COTTAGE FOR RENT. Upper din or
grad student
$70 per mo. Utilities
Available min.
Unfurnished
paid.
Call Dan; 287-3825 after 6.
2 BR $140 unf 2 quiet students $25
deposit each Family -type neighbor heed Carpets, drapes andcompletely
clean 265-8982
WANTED TO SUBL E T: Furnished, livable house from Jan. 1 or Feb. 1.
1972 to sometime in or through sum mer 1972. Dr B. Markgraf, Denison
Univ., Granville, Ohio 43023
I BORN. & 3 BDRM, furnished apartI mile from campus. $145
ment..
and up Phone 295-8514
GIRLS ONLY! New rooms with kitchen
pm. From IMO 99 So 9th and 278
So 10th.
Across campus Parking
Phone 295-8526 or 295-8514
100 AND 105 ME

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY 235 E. Unto ClaraStreet
Room 513 Phone: 294-4499
FAST, ACCURATE, experienced typist, can edit. Four miles from campus Mrs. Aslenian 298-4104.
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE:
Weddings.
copying, brochures, banquets. enter
tamers. portraits DJ, 275-0596
ANYTHING TYPED, written, an
researched. Call Niels 286-3544 for
info
LESLIE MORRIS SECRETARIAL
SERVICE A professionally typed term
paper can make the difference Sam
9pm 378-1088
BEEN BURGLARIZED? Have a securi
ty survey made of your apartment
($51 or house 15101 by a profession.’
security consultant Call Jerry after
6 p m. Phone: 253-1777.

TRANSPONTiliOM
FLYING SOON, Your TWA Campus
Rep Bruce F reeman can help you
make your GETAWAY
Fly at 1/3
off with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
free TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
287 8668 for info or 297-1700 for
reservations
STUDENTS FLIGHTS Cernpus Rep for
6 groups FROM East or West coast
to Europe and beyond "If it’s avail
able. we can get it" 10-5, Mon Fri
549 1995 or 843-1857 2903 College
Ave Berkeley Cal 94705
EUROPE -ISRAEL
EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student lloghts
Inexpensive s tudent camping tours
throughout West end East Europe, in
chiding Russia SOFA nem for in
ter European student charter flights
Contact ISCA 11687 Sari Vicente Blvd
Suite 84 L A Calif 96640161 12131
626-5669
STUDENT NEEDS DAILY RIDE be *won Sunnyvale & college Pleas.
call 732-5665 weekends or daily of
ter S P M
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Energy coalition raps
corporate power abuse

Socialist
candidate
to speak
Andrew Pulley, 1972
Black vice-presidential
candidate for the Socialist Worker’s Party, will
speak today at 12:30
p.m. in the SJS College
Union ballroom.
Pulley’s speech, sponsored by the Young Socialist Alliance on campus, will be introduced
by SJS President John
H. Bunzel.
Pulley is scheduled
to speak on "American
politics and the Black
community."
The vice-presidential
aspirant was a member
of GIs United Against
the War, while a soldier
stationed at Fort Jackson, S.C. and in 1970
ran as a congressional
candidate against Ron
Dellums in Berkeley’s
Seventh District.
Most recently, Pulley is active in the Black
and Brown Task Force
to End the War in Vietnam, and was a speaker
in last weekend’s antiwar rally in San Francisco.
Pulley was born in
Greenwood, Miss., and
now resides in Cleveland, Ohio.
Linda Jenness, socialist from Georgia, is
Pulley’s running mate
on the 1972 Socialist
Worker’s ticket.

Minority

graduate
work
Black and Chicano
students interested in
doing graduate work at
University of California
Los Angeles will be able
to talk with a representative fromUCLA
Graduate School of Management, Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Career Planning
and Placement Center,
122 S. Ninth St.
Interested students
must sign up before
Thursday in the Career
Planning and Placement
Information Center,
Bldg. Q, Rm. 10, next
to the Business Tower.

Quite literally , "power
to the people" is what
today’s Power Day is
all about.
Power Day will be
held in over 80 locations across the United
States and Canada including San Francisco
in an attempt to initiate
a "Continental Power
Policy.
Other objectives are injunctions
against certain corporations and an environmental energy coalition
and lobby.
"People must have
more say in the control
Ron Mita

14081374-7777

’White coal’

The French refer to it as "white coal" because of its tremendous strength in generating power plants.
Recycled
water is used in this large flume, surrounded by classrooms
in the Engineering Building, to aid engineering students in
their study of fluids.

Where did Asia go?
More thefts at SJS
A missing map, wallet and volkswagen
headlight are among the
items the college community has recently reported to the SJS Security Office.
Dr. Glenn Morgan,
political science instructor turned from his
class to pull down a
map of Asia last Wednesday morning and

couldn’t find it.
The colored, 44 -inch
by 58 inch map, valuded at $20, was missing from its berth in
Dr.
Centennial Hall.
Morgan, according to
the Security report, explained Centennial Hall
is open and accessible
by anybody on weekends.
Another dorm theft
according toSecurity
report, resulted from

Chinese celebrate
Speeches, a panel discussion and a free movie, "Sino-Soviet Border
Clash," are featured at
the celebration for
China’s entry into
United Nations tomorrow night at 7:30
in the C.U. Umunhum
Room.
Speakers include Mary
Lou Greenberg of Revolutionary Union, Joseph Inyene of the Inter -

cultural Steering Committee, and Harry Wong,
editor of "China Voice."
The celebration, sponsored by the political
committee of the Chinese Cultural Club, is
open to all students.

a "friendly" visit.
H. Tom Kuper, 315
Markham Hall had three
men come to his door
and ask if they could
visit with him for a
while, the Security report noted.
After talking for a
few minutes, the guests
left and Kuper noticed
his wallet missing. The
Security report described the three suspects as Black, male,
with heights ranging
from 5 -feet -7 to 6 -foot 1. The wallet contained
$1 and miscellaneous
papers and documents.
Returning to his car
Monday night, Safaa
Aboutaleb, 4132 Carola
Court, San Jose, discovered the left front
headlight of his Volkswagen missing.
The ’
light is valued at $20.

Sparta Guide

TODAY
WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, 3 p.m., Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
SJS SAILING CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
Lessons at 6:30 p.m.
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION CLUB, 7 p.m.,
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
C.U. Guadalupe.
SEMINAR ON NONVIOLENCE, 7 p.m.. lonah’s
FACULTY
Wail, :300 5. 10th St.
STUDENTS
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS, 11:30 a.m., C.U. Almaden.
ALUMNI
SIERRA
CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Almaden. Rock
Just present your
climbing demonstration.
Dr.
Harold
Hodges CIRCLE K, 5:45 p.m., C.U. Almaden.
1 staff or ASB card
of the Sociology De- RECYCLING, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., Seventh and SU
MOVIE & STILL
partment will discuss Carlos streets.
Accomodations for accepting
Cameras Projectors
alienation in modern edwill be provided.
Supplies Equipment
ucation in light of Char- recycled material
BLOOD DRIVE, 8 a.m. to midnight,
les Hanna’s "Bodies in AFROTC
DEVELOPING
C.U. Umunhum.
Revolt"
and
R.D.
La- PRINTING
SIGMA ALPHA, 2:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan
ing’s "Politics of Ex- PI
Rm. A.
perience." It is part ARAB STUDENTS, I p.m., C.11. Montalvo.
of the Wednesday Fac- CAMPUS CRUSADE, 8:30 a.m.,
C.U. Pacheco.
ulty Book Talk series
SULLER LECTURE, 7 p.m., C.U. Loma
at 12:30 today in the HOWARD
Spartan Cafeteria, open Prieta.
FOR HONORABLE CONSERVATISM,
245 Sul "HI FIRST
to students and faculty COMMITTEE
1:30 p.m., C.V. Diablo.
WEDNESDAY CINEMA, 8 p.m., Morris Dailey
.1tiditorium.
I.F.C., 10 p.m.. C.V. Pacheco.
To all students with ASB cards and faculty
THURSDAY
SPARTAN ORICOCCI, 3 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
General meeting.
We Front end work
Upholstery
CHI ALPHA/UPPER ROOM, 7:30 p.m., 434E. Wildo: Body and fender
liam (above the Red Ram).
Radios
Custom engine
SPARTAN CHINESE CLUB, 8p.m., C.U. Ballroom.
Overhauls
Transmissions Brakes Tune-ups
Movie: "Storm on Yangtze River."
DOWNTOWNS OSLO COMPLETE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
AIESEC, 8:30 p.m., 215 S. 12th St. No. 3
POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, 2 p.m., 950
Free Loaners Available
(’ Business Towers.
CHINESE CULTURAL CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U.
375 S Market
!blocks from %rho&
Pi, 786 6500
Celebration on China’s admission
Umunhum.
into the U.N. Speakers and film on Sino-Soviet
I
conflict. Admission free.
0
I
FASA, 7 p.m., C.U. Almaden. Rm. A.
I
BLOOD DRIVE, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., C.U. Umunhum.
(just Give l s the Word)
BAHAI, 8 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
I
MAC, 7 p.m., C.U. Pacifica.
SIMS, 8 p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
i

Book talk

focus on
alienation

Can dle,ee
Camera Chop

10% DISCOUNT
Foreign Car Service Center

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

i

We’ll Make

1
II ig
I
I
I

You

Paid Adv. t s merit)

A

BLACK AND CHICANO STUDENTS

N a live

UCLA’S Graduate School

Or small one, Be it small, medium, or big
scaled printing job, composed of inultiple pages
or just one, leave it to the AS Print Shop to do
it uP right

I
I

,A.S. Print shop

IStudent Linton
IRoom 151

Opeti Moncley
II to 5

F, iday

of Management
will be interviewing prospective students
THURSDAY, NOV. 11,1971 ( 10 AM -4PM)
at the Placement Office
to discuss the MBA Program offered at UCLA
W. are interested in speaking with students from Il deprrinents
This program is appropriate for students
and maw fields of study
with technic& and non technical backgrounds
Sern funds Cr. vallable for students in financial need For further
informeion contact the Placement Office

[ MOUNTAIN LIFE

and production of energy
if we are to survive,"
Michael C. Mitchell,
speaking for the Energy
Coalition, organizing
group for Power Day.
Reports from local
environmental groups
across the nation such
as the Sierra Club and
Audubon Society will be
heard in the 80 scheduled press conferences
to discuss area energy
problems, Mitchell added.
The results of the reports will be compiled,
discussed and sent back
From NORTHFACE
Warm Down Clothing
Sleeping Bags
Packs & Tents
From LOWA
Hiking, Climbing &
Truck’n Boots
From BONA & ASNES
Cross Counto. Skis
2513 Winchester Blvd.
Campbell, Ca. 85003

to the individual groups. against a company that
An energy policy hope- is trying to build another
fully will emerge from nuclear power plant.
the effort.
The way to participate
The corporations nam - in Power Day is through
ed in the injunctions will local environmental
be announced at the groups the Energy Coapress conferences, Mit- lition believes, and the
chell said.
He then local press conferences
added that one of the where speakers will be
three injunctions will be heard throughout the
instigated in California day.

LATE FOR CLASS?

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
-LOW RATES -

SILVA

complete motor service
service smog devices
brake tune-up lube

295-8908

aiN/41’
Rentals &

78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE
Next to new "Burger Olef"

SINCE
1936

Spartan Daily Classifieds
to

r

ISIS

PISCEAN WATER8EDS-1850W San
Carlos 294-1455 Just West of the
Gap.
King-Oueen. $24, Twin: $18,
Safety Liner. $2, Frames. $14. Kt
year gueraMee on all beds.
Also
Water Sofas, modern furniture. twtes
tries.
Ask about our NRO policy.
284-1455.

SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cleaners. Basic H, Basic L
Food Supplements Instant Protein.
plain 61. with powdered cocoa beans
Cosmetics, beauty aids & personal
care items
Phone 297-3866
John & Mary Rhoades
CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R mgr & arrists needed for new recycling center. Bob c/o Recycling Ass of Amer.
phone 287-9803 or 371-6680
ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS.
Humanist Community of S.J
Fri, Oct. 12.
8 p m Contr
738 No. 2nd, phone: 294-5017
*GESTALT CARNIVAL. Amontage of
fantasy, body movement, sensory
awareness, encounter. Gestalt, etc.
A natural high $15 contr. includes 2
meals.
10am-10 pm Sat, Nov. 13.
Humanist Community of San Jose,
Phone:
P.O. Box 881 S J. 95106.
294-5017
BRIDGE PLAYERS: If you went toplay
duplicate bridge, contact Patrick Wiley
at the College Union. 289-9894,
KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of SJS co-ed who can’t afford
the expense $900000 Betty Crocker
Coupons Ideposited at into booth of
stud. Union) by Dec 10 will pay
for machine
Please help if you
can!
LECTURE on Communication and the
EST Purpose- Mon. Nov. 801. 7:00
P.M. UMUNHUN ROOM, College
Union.
FRIDAY FLICKS "Strawberry Stet. moot" 7 & 10 P.M. Morris Dailey
Aud. 504 admission.
HUMANIST COMMUNITY of S.J. For
the non-theistoc searcher. For fron
info. write P.O. BOX 881, S. Jose
95106 or call: 294-5017
ENCOUNTER - Sensory Awareness
Humanist Community of San Jose
Friday Nov. 12. 8 P.M. Contribution’
$2. 738 No. 2nd St. Phone: 294-5017
CHANGE OF PACE!
Join a college -age BALLET class at
Basic
Eufrazia School of Billet.
"musts" for the beginning dancer.
Phone 267-1331 or 246-6675
AlITOMOTItt
’62 HARDTOP CONVERTIBLE Renault
Caravelle
Eng., tires, trans. In.
tenor %Int. $425 or best offer 2861659 eyes.
’118TR-4 Wire wheels. Radio, Heater
Very good condition.
Must sell.
$180. or bust offer. Chuck Dodd
245-1618
’64 MOB -RED, in -wheels, very clam
$695.
’62 CHEV-Very good condition. N.
tires 2-dr. $325. CII Tom: 738-7241
WESTCOASTER
3 -WHEEL MAIL
TRUCK.
$125 or best offer over.
Call after 6pm 292-6427
’70 TRIUMPH TA 6 650 clean. Excl.
cond. Many accessories. 51000. Size
7-1/8 helmet
$70 value for $20
287-1253
1970 YAMAHA 250 ENDURO - A.1,
extras, see to appreciate. $550 2876975
UTILITY TRAILER - Enclosed van
type 4x6x6, Lockable, new paint tires
5175/offer. 379-9003 4pm-7pm
V.W. Excel, condition 34,000w,.
Recent velve lob arid rings, runs
great 6875 284-9356
VW. & IMPORT ELECTRIC REPAIR.
New, rebuilt & used parts. Herbert
German Motors 45E SanSalvador,
Call 295-4247
’69 VW BUS. Bed, curtains. redo).
Just Tuned
Excl coed $2250 or
best offer Phone 267-9596
’58 VOLVO Good engine and good
trans Needs work $75, Call after
7 350-5623
66 OLDS CUTLASS cony PS PB AT
buckets console 1 -owner exc. clean
$650 -offer 226-0194
’63 VOLVO sInt transportation, good
tires 5350.
262-1267 or 981-2278
1971 FIAT Sport 850 Snyder
Low
mileage Take over payments 2641886

BRIDGESTONE ’70 100 sport, $285
or best offer Phone 265-8369.
1866 VW CAMPER m.hanically perfect $850 firm. 294-6414 ext. 2918
or 295-8108 Weekdays 930 - 12 noon.
’65 ECONOLINE Van 30,000 mi. New
paint, tires. & etc. $1,000 firm. Call
Santa Cruz no. 1-476-4859.
’69 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder, power steer ing, fastback. Superb A steal at $2103
or best offer 293-4583 after 3 PM,
(OR 55)1
YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, service, and price wten buying your
waterbed.
Call us anytime or stop
over any afternoon or evening. Just
blocks from SJS at 400 Park Ave.
corner of Deimos. 286-1263
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books.
1/2 price uglily books & records
purchased.
Top prices paid --cash
or trade
Lots of science fiction,
supplementils, classics. RECYCLE
186 So. 2nd St, 286-6275
BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
cottage.
A chance to live for free
and earn considerable yearly equity.
1-1/2 blocks from campus 489 S.
79, St Ph. 293-8656
WATERBEDS: Complete Kind’ Size,
$45.95.
Including Far -Out Finished
Frame. Aqua -Snooze, 1415 The Alameda. 12-8 Mon. -Sat. Ph: 286-3544
NIKKOR 303rnm lens. unused.
In
original box. $300 retail Sacrifice
for $1j5. 275-0596 after 5
SKI BOOTS - Woman’s Lace Size 8
$40 Boots for $10 377-3428.
BOOB TUBES that work great! All
kinds all models.
$30 295-8444 Paul
ROBERTS 7100 Professional Reel -to
Reel Tape Recorder.
Cleaned &
tubed Oct ’71 $125. 246-1026.
IMMACULATE 4 bdrms, 2 bath home.
4 blks from SJS. Lrge rms. basement, 2 car detached garage. Back 2
bdrms. with kitchenette. Ideal for
rental.
$32,950 Midlewo R I t y
732-35013

NEEDED! People who want to berier
themselves Part or full lime work.
Unbelievable opportunity. Call: 24)9685 & 275-0120
INDIAN STUDENTS NEEDED to work
in Indian Restaurant in Palo Alto.
Good pay! 321-4608 aft/6 wk days.
Anytime wk ends.
PHYSICS MAJOR NEEDED to help
student
One session. Phone: 3775869
PEOPLE NEEDED to start their own
business in
multi -Min operation
Part or full time. Call Dave. 2588480.
HOUSING

SI

FOR RENT! I, 2, & 3 bdrm Apt.
w/w carpets, AEK 0/pool $115, $150,
& $180 p/ino.
Centrally located 3
miles from campus oust off Almaden
Expry. 2445 Flinconad Dr. Mgr. Apt
Cl, No children or pets. Unfurnished.
Call before 9 P M. 266-1613. Quiet
area, conducive for studious
FREE ROOM & BOARD for girl over
18 yrs. old as a companion to individual with speech difficulty. Near
campus. Call Robert: 296-2308.
GIRLS:
Furnished apartment 5120
455 So 10th blt-in-kotchen, modern.
11 A.M. - 2 P.M. 292-1327.
MALE ONLY- Single ro&n;qttchen
priv. Clean man only. 115 So. 14th
S.J. Phone: 286-2704
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Must
be neat, student. $63 per mo. Own
room in house. Close to campus.
Call Joyce 293-4217 (after 5 pm)
’ROOM FOR MENSTUDENTS- Double,
*net, comfortable, with kitchan privileges, in private home. 146 S 14th
St. San Jose Call 286-3025
3 tel., $150, expensive new shag
at drapes, East Foothills near Alum
Rock & White
1113 Nancy Lane
251-9209
WANTED: to share house/apt no male
female who must speak good English
Call Fouad 287-9828.
HOUSE FOR RENT! 2 bdrms. 55 No
11th Clesire students 560 per/or $240
mo 586-0835.

USED BOOKS & Art Gallery. Lowest
prices for books (trade or cash)
Near college.
455 E. Williams St.
(Between 10th and 11th Streets)

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Female to
share 3 bdrm. apt Own room. Pont,
quiet, off campus S60/mo & Leave
message Cheri 243-1786.

ILLNESS FORCES SALE - 2,200 sq.
ft. executive 3 yrs. old mod. con temp. custom country home on county.
On 1 acre with magnificent view in
beautiful cond. 3 Dims.. 2 baths,
built in bar, 6 sliding glass drs,
beamed ceilings, throughout the house.
Reduced to $66,903. Call
259-3019

ROOMMATE NEEDED -Male to share
2 bdrm. apt. off campus. Own room,
Pool. $15/mo Leave message Bob
246-7712.

FASHION CONSCIOUS coeds are finding unbeliespble savings at THIRD
FLOOR FASHIONS. 31 FountainAlley,
Downtown San Jose. ASB card brings
an additional 10% discount.
SECURITY LOCKS FOR APARTMENTS, houses, and stereo equipment
Also case-hardened chains and padlocks for bicycles and motorcycles 10% off retain price Call Jerry after
6 P.M. 253-8777.
FM RECEIVER - Scott 341 C only
Also Craig 4 6 8
10 months old.
Phone 298-3492
track car stereo.
HELP WAPITIS 141
"COIL EGE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attractrve shapely coed
for wqll paid model whose pictures
will appear in nationally distributed
collegiete art clendar. If interested
send bikini picture immediately to
COLLEGE WORLD, Inc. 4144E Greet
Road, Tucson, Arizona 85712."
EXTRA INCOME- Full or Part time.
High hourly earnings. F leisble Hours.
Training Provided.
Call Mr. King:
275-6646
MALE/FEMALE
HIP/STRAIGHT
There’s lots of bucks to be made
selling handmade candles for Xmas.
Phenomenally stupendous, incredibly
unbelievable seasonal demand, (like
Xmas trees) 40% on everything sold.
Car helpful to you but not necessary.
Full
(strong back?) Flexible hours
or part-time Richness *waits you if
you can hustle. So..., of interest.,
call Bob at 275-9132.
DRIVER WANTED 30% to 50, cow
mission good earnings 9 11 AM
Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 Mont
gornery St. 297-4228.
MALE ONLY Sat &
HUSTLERS:
Sun Can you Sell? Earn up to 550
cash per -day GREEN THUMB 2751173

1967 KARMAN GHIA-Excellent running condition New tires $1000 or
Call Glenn. 287-2786
best offer

LIKE PEOPLE?
LIKE SELLING?
NEED AN INCOME? You are involed
to hear about an exciting lull or part
time lob opportunity, Wednesday even
ing. Nov 10, 8 pm
431 So 11th
St 114 275 6646

HONDA CB 450 (6000 miles) Sissy
bar rack helmet, gloves, estelne vend
$750 firm. Call: 287-0201

WANTED GIRL for helper evenings
Will gine room and board and small
salary 243-0399

REWARD: Lost Brown A White St.
Bernard. 2 yrs. Answers to "BRUTUS"
If found please call: 287-4148. He
has a marten his nose.
LOST! Blue Ticked Hound, Mix. 9
months old. Stitches in left front
leg. Call: 287-5039

PfliSONALS ’1.
FRIDAY FLICK! "Strawberry Statement 7 & 10 P M Morris Dailey
Aud 504 admission
JOBS EUROPE guerant.d& salariedEngland, Sw itze Herod, year-round.
young people 18-29. General help 1st
class hotels. For details &application
send 51.00 to Jobs Europe Dept. C
Box 44188 Panorama City, California
91402.
I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other Jewelry, all
one of a kind. If you have unusual
desires in this area call me at 3548804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday.
George Larionore
RETURN TO SENDER: The A Bomb.
Controbs. & Scientist, send S A.
stamped .velope to P 0 Box 40434
S J 95126
SPAGHETTI FEED SUNDAY NOV. 14.
$1.00 "Live MUSIC" 4:30 p.m till
ROO p.m. 210 South 10th Street,
SINGLE?
Searching for that special someone?
Why not let Compatibility Testing
Introduction Services find the right
person for you.
Complete service
club for single people.
For more
Information write to: COMPATIBILITY 2155 Lanai Ave. Suite 72,
S. Jose, Calif. 95122

AUTO INSURANCE- No driver refused
Low Monthly Rate, Quick
Rate Comparison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverage up to 100cc $26 00,
to 126 cc 630, to 175 cc 134. to 330cc
$38. to 750 cc $54 David Towle 2413900
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
ice, no contract
month.f
Esche’s 251-2596
TYPING-Term avers, etc., experienced and fast. Phase 269-9674.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST E I.tric-Masters-Reports Marianne
Tamberg 1924 Harris Ave ’San Jose
Telephone 371-0395

STUDENT wants to share his apt
with one other. 3 blocks from campus
562.00 per mo.
292-0453

SUNASU NATURAL VITAMIN Mineral
food supplement
Truthfully -Finest
available
Info on distribution or
purchase 736-8759

RESPONSIBLE MALE moor needs
own room w/koichen facol Can pay
up to $75 p/rno. Call 262-8856 aft.
6 P.M.

FLUTE LESSONS) Call BarbaraSmall
293-9814

PRIVATE ROOM .1 22 South Eleventh
Str.t Kitchen privil College males
only $55 per mo CR11293’9844 (Manager)
FRIDAY FLICKS! "Strawberry Statement" 7 & 10 P.M. Morris Dailey
Aud 504 admission.
MATURE STUDENT TO RENT Mod 1
bdrm. furn apts. avail the 1st wk
Water,
of Dec. 2 blks from 5-15.
garbage, parking pd. $130 Call now
reserve for Dec. 297-1930.
DOUBLE RN with kit/prin. avail.
immed Quiet, clean, close. Call 2946472 - 293-9814 (Ivy Hall).
REASONABLE RENT
2 hip/liberal
females share 4 her, Sunnyvale horn..
Good trips, no hassles
245-5524.
WANT TO PARTIALLY SUBLET 1
bdrm apt. to mature, responsible.,
son 25 or over Partially furnished
Will consider male.
blks/SJSC
Pitt: 275-0222 or 738-1558
UP. DIV. MALE wants to share apt ,
house
Pref near campus
Up to
$75 per ,no
Bob Kotch 293-7337
COTTAGE FOR RENT. Upper don or
grad student
$70 per now, Witte*
Unfurnished
Available imm,
paid.
Call Dan; 287-8825 after 6.
2 BR $140 unf 2 quiet students $25
deposit each Family -type neighborhood. Carpets, drapes andcompletely
clean. 265-8982
WANTED TO SUBLET: Furnished, livable house from Jan 1 or Feb I,
1972 to sometime loon through summer 1972. Dr B. Markgral. Denison
Lime, Grenville, Ohio 43023
I SOMM. & 3 11DRM furnished apart.
merit..
1 mile from campus S145
and up. Phone 295-6514
GIRLS ONLYI New rooms withkitchen
pro. From EIO 9950 9th and 278
So 101h.
Across campus Perking
Phone 295-8526 or 295-8514

1051 401010111IP

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY 235 E. Santa Clara Street
ROOT 513 Phone: 294-4499,
FAST, ACCURATE, experienced typist, can edit. Four miles from campus Mrs. Aslanian 298-4104
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE:
Weddings.
copying, brochures, banquets. enter
tamers, portraits DJ, 275-0596
ANYTHING TYPED, written, an
researched. Call Niels 266-3544 for
info
LESLIE MORRIS SECRETARIAL
SERVICE A professionally typed term
paper can make the difference 9arn9prn 378.1058
BEEN BURGLARIZED? Have a ’ecru,
ty survey made of your apartment
155) or house 1$10) by professional
security consultant. Call Jerry alter
6p m. Phone. 253.8777.

191INSPORIA110111
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep Bruce Freeman can help you
make your GETAWAY
Fly at 1/3
off with
TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
free TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
257-8868 for info or 297.1700 for
reservations
STUDENTS FLIGHTS Campus Rep for
6 groups FROM Feeler West coast
to Europe and beyond "If it’s available. we can get if" 10-5, Mon Fri
549 1995 or 843-1857 2803 College
Ave Berkeley Cal. 44705
EUROPE -ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student flights
Inexpensive s tudent comping tours
throughout West and East Europe, including Russia SOFA agent for inter European student charter flights.
Contact ISCA 116175.. Vicente Blvd
Sante 04 L A Calif 90040 TEL 12131
1126- 5669
STUDENT NEEDS DAILY RIDE between Sonnyvele & college Please
call 732 5665 weekends or daily alter 5 P M
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